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Along with China's economic takeoff in the past four decades, a number of 
prominent family businesses and high net worth individuals have emerged in mainland 
China. The investible assets holding by high net worth individuals are still increasing 
year by year, while the first generation of entrepreneurs has generally reached the 
retirement age. Given the demands of wealth management and inheritance, the 
intergenerational succession issue will become more and more important. In recent 
years, more high net worth individuals and families have adopted or are considering 
using family office as a major tool for intergenerational succession and wealth 
inheritance. In general, the market prospects of Chinese family office industry are 
promising with great development opportunities. In Europe and America, family offices 
have gone through a history of more than 100 years, a sound wealth management model 
has been built on the basis of a mature wealth trust mechanism. On the contrary, this 
concept was only introduced to China more than a decade ago, and the whole industry 
is still in its infancy. In terms of business model, there is huge room for improvement 
because the design and calculations of various business elements that have not been 
researched. The practical exploration of Chinese local family business has to be raised 
to a high level of academic research, and the theoretical wisdom should be used in turn 
to guide the family office practice. However, despite huge amount of business model 
theory studied both at home and abroad, the theory is barely used to analyze the Chinese 
local family office. In terms of research direction and research conclusion, the existing 
studies mainly focused on how to describe various elements of the business model, 
rather than to explore the internal structure and logic of business model. Although the 
start-up family offices regard business model theory as a tool, they do not know how to 
follow the instruction and where to start from (how to analyze the various elements, e.g. 
customer, business, resources, finance, etc.); and the mature family offices could not 
use business model theory to improve its current operation. Based on this circumstance, 
the thesis focuses on the business model of local family offices in China. By using 
business model canvas as a tool, the thesis conducted two research to deeply analyze 
the current situation of Chinese local family offices. Research One was from industry 
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level (a macro perspective). We sent questionnaire to 35 family offices. The results were 
shown as descriptive statistics analysis, mainly including 9 elements of business model 
canvas (key partners, key activities, key resources, value proposition, customer 
relationships, channels, customer segments, cost structure, revenue). Research Two was 
from organization level (a micro perspective). We used case study method by selecting 
a local Chinese family office for in-depth interviews. This research tried to find the 
potential problems and improvement directions of the target family office. The analysis 
mainly focused on client module, business module, key resources, and key partners. A 
clearer understanding of the business model of Chinese local family office was built 
based on the result of Research Two: the client module should always be the core of 
family office business model, no matter whether the office is at a start-up stage or a 
development stage. The design of key activities should be in line with customers’ 
demand and the level of customer relationships. As the core, client module determines 
the relationship among key partners, the allocation of key resources, the content of key 
activities, and the level of value proposition. It then influences the balance of cost and 
revenue of the family office, and ultimately leads to the long-term profitability of the 
family office. Based on the results of Research One and Two, the thesis further analyzes 
the opportunities and challenges of Chinese local family business industry, gives 
suggestions respectively from client module, business module, resource module, and 
finance module. Finally, it also proposes two strategic directions for future strategic 




1.1 Research Background 
Since China's reform and opening up in 1978 and over the past forty years, China's 
non-public ownership economy has maintained a vigorous development momentum, 
which led to the emergence of a large number of outstanding private enterprises. Among 
them, many were family businesses with different levels of family ownership and 
governance. The "2017 Forbes China Listed Top 100 Family Business List" included 
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Evergrande, Midea, Country Garden, BYD and other well-known companies. These 
family businesses, while continuously advancing China's economic and social progress, 
had also bred a large high net worth group. According to the “China Private Wealth 
Report 2019” jointly issued by China Merchants Bank and Bain & Company in 2018, 
the number of high-net-worth individuals in China with investable assets above 10 
million yuan reached 1.97 million, with an average annual compound growth rate of 
12% from 2016 to 2018. In terms of asset size, the total size of China's personal 
investable assets reached 190 trillion yuan in 2018, and the average annual compound 
growth rate from 2016 to 2018 was 7%. In terms of per capita level, in 2018 China's 
high-net-worth individuals held about 30.8 million yuan of investable assets per capita, 
holding a total of 61 trillion yuan of investable assets. 
After the high-net-worth individuals completed their initial wealth accumulation, 
such a huge wealth pool caused new "troubles." The "2015 Report on Family Business 
Development in China" which contained a sample survey of 4161 companies in China 
showed that the average age of family business owners in China was 49.91 years, and 
more than half of the surveyed business owners were over 50 years old. No one could 
resist the natural law. As the "founding generation" gradually reached the retirement 
age, the earliest family businesses in China had entered the transition period of 
retirement and succession. Traditional Chinese values attached great importance to 
family and family inheritance. One of the most important purpose for the ancestor 
accumulating wealth was to provide a better life for future generations. Therefore, at 
this point in time, the "founding generation" was about to face a universal problem: 
how to realize the smooth inheritance of family businesses and family wealth, and how 
to solve the problem of "a family cannot be rich for three consecutive generations". 
Therefore, the wealth management goals of high-net-worth individuals, especially 
family business managers, has quietly changed in recent years: "maintaining wealth" 
and "inheriting wealth" had become their new pursuits. As early as in the "China Private 
Wealth Report" of 2017 which was released by China Merchants Bank and Bain & 
Company, it was found that "guaranteeing wealth security" had become the primary 
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wealth target of high net worth individuals, followed by "wealth inheritance" and "child 
education", while "creating more wealth" had been squeezed out of the top three. 
Demand stimulated supply. In recent years, some family wealth management 
pioneers has emerged in China. Family office was one of the typical types. According 
to the definition of the American Family Office Association, the Family Office is "to 
provide a full range of wealth management and family services to super wealthy 
families to guarantee the long-term development of their assets in line with their long-
term goals, and to guarantee the successful inheritance and increase of family assets 
among generations "(Zhang, Liu & Zhang, 2012). The family offices provided 
personalized and customized wealth management services on the basis of family 
members’ understanding, trust, and cooperation. In fact, not only was this concept no 
longer new in foreign countries, it had also developed into a relatively mature stage. As 
early as in the mid-19th century, the wealthy western families began to study how to 
manage family wealth. In order to solve the problems of corporate differentiation and 
family division caused by property inheritance, the earliest trust system was born in 
Britain. In order to regulate the activities of trusts, a series of trust laws were issued, 
such as the trustee Ordinance (1893) and the Trustee Election Ordinance (1896). The 
trust mechanism not only maintained the integrity of the assets, but also effectively 
coordinated the interests of the stakeholders. Based on the trust system, asset tycoons 
further explored how to manage family wealth. In 1882, the Rockefeller family 
established the first modern family office. For more than 100 years, the family office 
had achieved rapid development with its remarkable advantages of focusing on 
managing family wealth and preserving family business interests in the broadest sense, 
and had promoted the maturity of wealth management through family trusts. The 
comprehensive property management and family services for ultra-high-net-worth 
families not only gradually formed a mature institutionalized industry, but also played 
a very important role in corporate heritage, economic and social development, and 
prosperity and stability of the country. 
In the last five to ten years, China’s high net worth individuals has also increasingly 
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touched upon the “family office” as an imported product. But for most Chinese families, 
it is still a new idea. Many people even have trouble answering what was a family office, 
not to mention what was its goal, how to build/select/operate a family office, how to 
use its power to further manage wealth and understand wealth? It was even more 
regrettable that the confusion in practice was far from being theoretically answered by 
academic research. The current domestic theoretical research of family offices had two 
main themes: reviewing foreign family office development experience and comparing 
Chinese and foreign family offices; investigating the current status of domestic family 
office development in China. But in terms of the next step of "recognizing what", which 
was "thinking why", there was still a lack of attention. In other words, academic 
research was not enough to answer the following questions: What were the current pain 
points of local family offices in China? How to solve the pain points by optimizing the 
external environment and improving its own business model? How a Chinese family 
office formulate a development strategy? What business model is the best paradigm 
that most suit the real demand of Chinese high net worth individuals and Chinese local 
family offices? 
In order to truly understand the operating status of local family offices, to find pain 
points, solve problems, and find along the way an approach to develop, the business 
model of local family offices must be analyzed in depth. Regarding the importance of 
business models to modern enterprises, Peter Drucker, the father of modern 
management, once said: "The competition between enterprises today is not competition 
of products, but competition of business models." Business model is the basic 
mechanism for the enterprise to create value. It is the basic logic of the entire input-
output operation process of an enterprise, and the basis and blueprint for organizing 
business activities of an enterprise system (Cheng Yu, Sun Jianguo, 2013). A good 
business model ensures the survival and profitability of the enterprise in the short run, 
while in the long run, it is an indispensable prerequisite for the long-term success. For 
either a newly-established company or a company in a rising development period, or 
even the one facing a bottleneck which needs to be broken urgently, business model is 
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the key to survival and growth in competition. In terms of academic research, business 
model theory is relatively mature, and it is often used to analyze the current status of 
industry or enterprise development. Through the analysis of multiple factors and 
relationships of enterprise production and operation, the shortcomings in enterprise 
operation are found and improved. However, different industries had different 
characteristics. Due to the differences between Chinese and Western market 
environments, cultural concepts, and wealth management status quo, it is difficult to 
directly introduce western experience to China. How to use the "scalpel" of mature 
western business model theory to conduct a thorough analysis of the local family office 
industry in China, is a very necessary but not yet in-depth study. 
 
1.2 Research Content 
Focusing on the core issue of "how should Chinese domestic family offices develop 
in the future", the thesis aims to explore several related issues as follows: 
1) The overall status and business model of Chinese domestic family office 
industry; 
2) The specific ideas for building a business model in a domestic family office in 
China, especially the practices and deficiencies in key modules such as customers, 
business, internal management and external relations, and finance; 
3) Future opportunities and market pain points of Chinese domestic family office 
industry and development plans. 
In order to investigate the above issues, the thesis conducted two research 
respectively based on macro perspective (industry) and micro perspective 
(organization). We used the business model canvas theory as a tool to explore the 
current status of the domestic family office business model in China. Furthermore, 
combined with the analysis of the future opportunities and pain points of the industry, 
we proposed suggestions and strategic plans for improving the business model of 
domestic family offices in China. The specific research content is as follows: 
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Research One takes a macro industry perspective to conduct a panoramic survey 
of the current domestic family offices and analyzes the business model of the local 
family office. Based on the nine elements of the business model canvas, the thesis 
analyzed in detail the Chinese family offices from three interfaces and nine dimensions, 
including key partners, key activities, key resources, value proposition, customer 
relationships, channels, customer segments, cost structure, and revenue. Finally, 
Research One outlined a canvas model of the domestic family offices. The advantage 
of Research One was that information collection was more extensive, and it could better 
reflect the overall status of the industry. However, limited by the research method and 
diversity of research samples, it was difficult to dig deeper in some element analysis. 
Research Two took a micro organization perspective by selecting a representative 
family office K for case study, and analyzed in-depth the internal logical relationship 
of the K-family office's business model construction and the current layout of various 
elements. Research Two was an effective supplement to Research One. Core 
information which related to real operation status was integrated through multiple 
interviews so that we may gain insight during the construction of the business model. 
In terms of structural arrangement, according to the above research content and 
design ideas, the content of each chapter in the thesis and the specific structural 
arrangement are as follows. Chapter One is an introduction of research background, 
research questions, research content and methodology, and summarizes the innovative 
significance of the thesis. Chapter Two is literature review. It systematically sorts out 
the literature into two sections: "family office" and "business model". Family office 
section aims to understand the research status of the family office and clarify the 
research direction. Business model section aimed to find a proper tool for later studies. 
Chapter Three was Research One “the Survey of Current Status of Domestic Family 
Offices”, using the questionnaire method to conduct a industry survey. We designed and 
distributed questionnaires to 50 domestic family offices, and described the industry 
status and business model of domestic family offices based on data recovered. Chapter 
Four was Research Two "A Case Study of a Domestic Family Office - The K Family 
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Office". The K family office was the object for in-depth interviews and case analysis to 
find out the core elements when family office built business model and to clarify the 
relationship among the elements. Chapter Five is to put forward suggestions for the 
business model of domestic family offices. An industry analysis was first conducted to 
identify development opportunities and pain points. On the basis of the current family 
office business model status found in Chapters Three and Four, improvement 
suggestions were proposed. Finally, Chapter Six is a summary which summarizes the 
main conclusions of the thesis, refines theoretical contributions, practical significance, 
and points out the shortcomings and future improvement directions. 
 
Figure 1-1: Schematic Diagram of the Overall Research Plan 
1.3 Research Methodology 
According to the different purposes and contents of each chapter, the thesis adopts 
a variety of research methods such as literature review, questionnaire survey, and case 
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study to achieve the maximum preset goals. During the research process, the literature 
reading method was first used to understand the current situation of domestic and 
foreign scholars' research on family offices, especially the concerns of Chinese scholars 
on local family offices, and tried to find business model analyze tool. Research One 
used the questionnaire survey method, distributing questionnaires to 50 domestic 
family offices, conducted industry research based on the recovered data, and outlined a 
canvas mode. Research Two used a case study for in-depth understanding of the 
operating status of the K family office. Finally, the thesis also conducted an industry 
analysis, systematically sorting out the development opportunities and market pain 
points of the family office industry in China, which guided suggestions proposing for 
the future improvement of the domestic family office business model. 
 
1.4 Research Significance 
    Family office research has been relatively mature abroad, but there is still a lack of 
in-depth theoretical exploration in China. The significant contribution of the thesis to 
domestic family office was as follows. 
1) Innovation on topics and perspectives. In the field of family/high net worth 
wealth management research, family office was a relatively new topic. The theoretical 
analysis structure was not yet mature and was still in the exploratory stage. From the 
perspective of "business model", this research not only examined in an innovative way 
the current status of the business model of the domestic family office, but also explored 
its advantages and disadvantages in detail. For family office study, this study depicted 
the general status of the industry, and analyzed key business model elements through 
case analysis. More importantly, this study reorganized the internal logical relationships 
of the various elements. For business model study, this study applied the two main 
concerns of the existing research—the basic elements and the logical relationship 
among the elements—to the analysis of the domestic family office industry, which 
examined the applicability of business model canvas theory in different industries and 
regions. The logical relationship among the elements proposed in this study was a 
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useful supplement to the existing business model canvas theory. 
2) Development of research methods and scope. In the past, most of the research 
on family businesses used qualitative methods which are mainly based on logical 
deduction, and rarely used empirical research. This study not only strived to combine 
theory with empirical evidence by a variety of methods such as interviews, 
questionnaires and second-hand data analysis, it also covered the perspectives of the 
macro industry and the micro organization. The richness of methodology and 
perspective led to stronger research conclusions. 
3) Answers to real-world development demand. Based on a comprehensive view 
of the current status of domestic family office operations, this study analyzed how to 
design domestic family office business model, and also provided some practical 
guidance for domestic family offices to explore a more suitable development path. 
Looking forward into the future, the wealth accumulation of high net wealth people 
would led to the continuous growth of investment and consumer market. Family 
business would also play a more and more important role in promoting the development 
of the economy and social change both at home and abroad. Exploring the development 
path of the Chinese family office was also contributing to the future economic and 
social development of China, and promoting a new round of takeoff of Chinese private 
economy. 
 
2. Literature Review 
2.1.  Family Office 
2.1.1  Family Business and its Wealth Inheritance 
Western scholars' research on family business began in the 1980s, but there is no 
uniform standard for defining what a family business is. This is not only because there 
are many types of family businesses, the factors involved are complex, and in reality, 
the governance methods of family businesses are constantly evolving. Generally 
speaking, there are roughly two types of definition methods for family businesses. One 
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is to define by analyzing the essential characteristics of family businesses, and the other 
is to examine the degree and mode of family participation in the enterprise to define 
family businesses. In general, family businesses have varying degrees of demand for 
business ownership, management, and governance, and they place particular emphasis 
on the inheritance of the business, power, and wealth between generations. 
For family businesses worldwide, the intergenerational heritage of family wealth 
is always a hot topic. However, the inheritance is highly uncertain. As an old Chinese 
saying goes, "a family cannot be rich for three consecutive generations", Portugal also 
has the proverb "rich grandpa, noble son, poor grandson", and Germany uses "create, 
inherit, destroy" to summarize the fate of three generations. According to statistics from 
The Family Business Institute, only 30% of American family businesses can be passed 
on to the second generation, 12% to the third generation, and 3% to the fourth 
generation and more. 
The reason is that there are many difficulties in the inheritance of family wealth. 
First and foremost is the willingness and ability of future generations to inherit wealth. 
All entrepreneurs wishes that “sons can inherit father's business”, but not all rich second 
generations have the will and ability to inherit the family industry. According to the 
2013 China Private Wealth Report, less than 40% of the second generation surveyed 
are willing to take over family businesses. Apart from a lack of willingness, the gap in 
capabilities is even more dangerous. The second-generation successors often lack the 
hard-working consciousness and wealth management ability of the first generation, and 
prone to profligate life styles, and thus become the greatest threat to their family wealth. 
Second, wealthy families often have disputes such as marriage and inheritance. Once 
precautionary measures such as early wills are not taken, it is easy to cause family 
internal strife and cause huge capital consumption. Third, there is also the risk of 
taxation in the inheritance of huge amounts of wealth. At present, developed countries 
and regions such as the United States, Japan, and Germany have levied high inheritance 
taxes and gift taxes, which have greatly weakened the scale of wealth. Although 
inheritance tax has not yet been levied in China, discussions have long been held in 
various circles, and it is extremely possible to add inheritance tax to future tax reforms. 
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Fourth, the inheritance of wealth in family businesses also has a unique risk, which is 
highly related to the operating status of family businesses. The wealth of a family 
business is usually not effectively separated from the assets of the business, which leads 
to the direct impact of the development of the business on family assets. Once the 
business is not managed well, the family members’ own wealth will also be impacted. 
The above-mentioned risks compel family business managers to attach great 
importance to the methods and ways of wealth inheritance, comprehensively compare 
multiple methods, and constantly update their cognition as the situation develops. 
Common ways of inheriting wealth include wills and gifts, insurance, trusts, etc., each 
with its own advantages and disadvantages. A will with legal effect can largely avoid 
disputes over inheritance of property, but it cannot restrict the use of property by the 
heirs. Insurance can fully implement the successor's demands for succession time, 
objects, and succession intentions, can reasonably avoid taxes, and have certain 
restrictions on beneficiaries, but the policy is difficult to liquidate, and the liquidity is 
low. Therefore, insurance can only achieve wealth preservation, but difficult to perform 
other actions such as wealth appreciation. After comparing with the above methods, 
wealth trust demonstrates significant advantages and has become the first choice for 
wealth inheritance of the wealthy families in the West today. 
 
2.1.2  Family Office 
Western family offices are based on the idea of family trust. The concept of "trust" 
has a long history and can be traced back to the idea of "trust bequest" in the Roman 
Code. In the 13th century, the United Kingdom designed trust as a legal system, and 
then experienced a long evolution. Today, what we understand as "trust" usually refers 
to "the act that the client, based on his trust in the trustee, entrusts his property rights to 
the trustee. Thereafter, the trustee, according to the will of the client and in the name of 
the trustee, for the benefit of the beneficiary or for other specific purposes, conducts 
management or discipline" (quoted from the "Trust Law of the People's Republic of 
China"). On this basis, "family trust" refers to "for the purpose of management, 
inheritance and protection of family wealth, so as to provide diversified and 
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comprehensive family asset and liability management services such as wealth transfer, 
inheritance planning, tax planning, child education, family governance, charity and 
other purposes. "(quoted from the 2014 Special Research Report on the Trust Industry 
written by China Trust Industry Association). Family trust, with flexible methods and 
ways, usually has wealth management goals of wealth appreciation, transaction 
management, and wealth inheritance, and has restrictions on the use of wealth of the 
heirs, which can realize the isolation of family wealth and corporate assets, and avoid 
tax and debt to a certain extent. 
Family office was born during the rapid economic development of Europe in the 
19th century. According to the definition of the Family Office Association, family office 
is "institutions that provide a full range of wealth management and family services for 
super wealthy families, so as to enable the long-term development of family assets in 
line with the long-term goals of families and successfully carry out asset 
intergenerational inheritance and maintain and add value to assets.” 
(Zhang, Liu & Zhang, 2012). 
The classification of family offices is usually divided into "single family office 
(SFO)" and "multi family office (MFO)" according to the organizational form (Wilson, 
2012). Single family office often serves only one family. The US SEC (Securities and 
Exchange Commission) has proposed that single family office generally serves families 
with more than $ 100 million in investable funds. Multi family office provides services 
to multiple families. As the industry becomes more competitive, the cost advantage of 
multi family office becomes more apparent, and the requirements for family wealth 
scale are gradually reduced. The topics of family office theory research in foreign 
countries are relatively extensive, and each has made some progress, which can be 
roughly classified into the following four categories. The first category is basic research, 
focusing on clarifying concepts, studying the main business, composition, and 
operation of family offices. For example, Amit (2009) takes single family office as the 
research object, describes its development background, main functions, organizational 
form, team configuration, and asset allocation methods, etc., and points out that its main 
business is investment consulting and management. Hauser (2010) reviewed the 
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development history of family offices in the United States, and pointed out that the core 
value and advantage of family offices is to focus on the comprehensive and complete 
development needs of the family. Wilson (2012) categorized family offices and divided 
them into single family office and multi family office from organizational structure. It 
also analyzed the market competition status of family offices. The second type of 
research is to put family offices and private banks in the same study perspective, or 
study the wealth management services of high net worth individuals (applicable to 
family offices and private banks) or explore the relationship between private banks and 
family offices. For example, Horn and Rudolf (2011) put forward the concept of 
"service quality" of private banks by applying theory and empirical evidence, and 
pointed out that the main factors affecting service quality are: the team's professional 
ability, the relationship between customers and teams, and brand influence. Collardi 
(2015) pointed out that there are four major directions for the development of private 
banking in the future: customizing personalized customer financial solutions, building 
a private banking service brand, cultivating and retaining talent, and establishing a 
performance appraisal mechanism. In terms of research on the relationship between 
family offices and private banks, Amit (2009) pointed out that family offices can use 
the private bank's IT infrastructure and industry research teams to obtain timely and 
efficient reports on budgets, taxes, and other aspects, thereby improving their own 
investment benefits. The third type of research focuses on the interaction between 
family offices and family businesses. For example, Bennedsen (2015) proposed that 
family businesses can participate in corporate governance through family offices to 
achieve institutional innovation from within the enterprise. The fourth category is 
forward-looking exploration research. For example, Fernandez-Moya (2011) believed 
that the family office would move towards an expert investment advisory consulting 
team in the future, so as to meet the needs of clients in comprehensive wealth 
management and life quality improvement. 
Family office rises in Europe and America, and has a history of more than 100 
years. At present, the business model in Europe and America is relatively mature. The 
current main business can be summarized into three categories: wealth management, 
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legal consulting, and family heritage. In terms of wealth management, the family office 
needs to provide the family with a suitable asset allocation plan, and sometimes it also 
needs to take responsibility for managing the family fund and the internal investment 
department of the company. In terms of legal consulting, the family office needs to carry 
out tax planning for wealth inheritance, handle family taxation, design charity plans 
and inheritance plans, etc. The essence is to find potential risks for the family and set 
up regulations to avoid and preserve assets. In terms of family inheritance, the family 
office needs to consolidate existing assets, examine the effectiveness of the family's 
internal governance, and assist in major decisions on family wealth inheritance(Block , 
Fisch, Vismara, & Andres（2019）, Rivo-López, Villanueva-Villar, Vaquero-García, & 
Lago-Peñas, (2017)). 
 
2.1.3  Domestic Family Office Study 
The rise of family offices in China is only a matter of recent years, and it is still in 
its infancy. Compared with the current status of foreign research, the number and results 
of theoretical research on family offices in China are relatively limited. In www. CNKI. 
net, a literature search was conducted on the theme of "family office" with a total of 67 
Chinese documents, of which 64 were collected after 2014, and as many as 28 in 2018 
alone, accounting for 41.8% of the total. The reasons for this distribution may be: 1) 
Before 2013, there was almost no "family office" in mainland China. The lack of 
realistic foundation led to insufficient theoretical attention. Except for one document in 
1999, which was semantic confusion, there were only two articles introducing the basic 
concepts of family offices (Wang, 2009), and comparing the differences between 
Chinese and foreign family offices (Hu, 2013); 2) Family offices entered China around 
2013, and the market quickly captured the huge business opportunities of this 
organizational structure. The “blowout” development of the family office in China 
corresponds to the rapid focus of academic research. 3) Around 2018, as the downward 
pressure on China’s economy increased, high net worth individuals paid more attention 
to the inheritance, preservation, and steady value increase of wealth than in previous 
years. The demand for family offices is increasing, and academic research is naturally 
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paying more attention. 
In addition, bibliometric statistics have revealed an interesting finding. A search of 
"Private Banks" as the key word in www. CNKI. net has 3492 articles in Chinese. 
Although the total amount is much larger than that of family offices, comparing the 
trends of the two types of research (see the figure below), we can find that the number 
of private bank studies has decreased year by year, while the family office research has 
increased year by year. This may reflect from one aspect that in recent years, the 
attention of high net worth individuals in the wealth management market has gradually 
shifted from private banks to family offices. 
 
Figure 2-1  
Trend Comparison between Family Office Research and Private Banking Research in 
Recent Years 
 
An overview of the current domestic family office theoretical research reveals that 
its concerns can be roughly divided into the following categories: 
1）Family trust research. This type of research starts from the perspective of the 
family trust industry, and the research perspective is relatively macro. Most of them 
regard family offices as one of the future development trends of China's family trust 
business, and some literature will compare it with other trust methods. Cai (2014) 
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trust business; Cui (2016) uses Bank of China as an example to analyze and summarize 
typical family trust cases, and to design family trust for the wealth transfer needs in 
practice. Among them, there is a comparative study of family trusts carried out by 
family offices and commercial banks. 
2）General research. At present, most family office research belongs to this 
category. The common model is to first introduce the basic concepts, origins, and 
development history of family offices, then analyze the current development status of 
domestic family offices in China, and finally look forward to the future of family offices 
(Li, 2014; Zhao, 2014; Wang, 2018; Lu, 2018; Chen, 2018). We can safely draw the 
conclusion that at the stage where the domestic market and customers still need to be 
trained and educated, this kind of research has a certain "science popularization" 
significance, but with the gradual progress of the research, this kind of research has 
become too superficial and it is difficult to respond effectively to practical 
needs.Therefore, it is foreseeable that future research will focus on more subdivided 
fields and topics. 
3 ） Chinese and foreign comparative study. Family offices have developed 
relatively maturely in European and American countries, and domestic family offices 
are unavoidable to "look to the west for lessons" at the beginning. Many studies have 
compared Chinese and foreign family offices in order to explore the development path 
of local family offices in China. In summary, the similarities and differences between 
Chinese and foreign family offices in the study are as follows: the mission is the same, 
both are to safeguard the interests of the family, the family information is highly 
confidential, and personalized, specialized, and targeted service content is emphasized; 
in terms of wealth management goals, Chinese family offices are more inclined to 
increase wealth, such as investment income, while European and American family 
offices are more inclined to preserve wealth, such as inheritance tax avoidance; in terms 
of business scope and development methods, the business scale of China's family 
offices is relatively narrow. They still focus on investment services and are mostly self-
owned businesses. European and American family offices have diversified business 
types, with particular emphasis on the management of family affairs, and extensive use 
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of outsourcing；in terms of investment framework, Chinese family offices prefer private 
equity, real estate, and hedge fund investments. European and American family offices 
prefer stocks and fixed-rate bonds, and invest more in art and luxury goods than China; 
in terms of market and customer maturity, the external environment for the development 
of Chinese family offices is still immature. The market and customers still need a 
certain amount of time to guide and educate them. Customers have insufficient trust in 
the family office, and the overall market environment, policy environment, and legal 
environment in Europe and the United States are more mature, and can form a 
supporting environment for the development of family offices, and after hundreds of 
years of running-in, high-net-worth individuals (families) have established mature trust 
concepts. Overall, the living environment of family offices is relatively good; in terms 
of internal management and job settings, Chinese family offices focus more on 
investment modules, usually with investment, operation, legal and other functional 
modules, while European and American family offices often have specialized education 
consultant modules, customer relationship modules, and family governance modules, 
and a large number of businesses use outsourcing form, greatly reducing the size of 
internal staff and operating costs. (Chen, 2016; Qin, 2017; Ren, Yang, Wang, 2016; 
Zheng, 2016;) 
4）Research on legal issues. Due to the limitation of China's special legal 
environment, family offices may encounter many legal risks when conducting business. 
Some studies focus on this. The nature of family offices is discussed from a legal 
perspective, with special attention to the procedures and conditions for family office 
establishment and how to supervise family offices, family office responsibilities and 
supporting systems, so as to clear legal system barriers (Wang, 2019; Jin, 2015) 
In addition to the above research results, few studies have focused on the business 
model of family offices. Among them, Ding (2006) focused on discussing the business 
model of family office. For the first time, the business model of family office was 
discussed and researched, and the family office business model with the key process as 
the core and with value positioning, core resources and profit models as the support 
was put forward. However, Ding's research mainly evaluates the case family office 
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business model, and lacks guidance for a newly-founded family office to conduct a 
business model. Besides, does the business model of family office really focus on key 
processes? This study will attempt to explore alternative answers. 
On the whole, the theoretical research of the domestic family office in China is still 
in a relatively shallow stage, especially the discussion of the business model of the 
family office is seriously lacking, and naturally it is difficult to provide useful guidance 
for practical development. 
 
2.1.4  Status of Chinese Family Office 
Around 2013, the earliest family offices gradually appeared in China. In the past 
few years, the market has gradually changed from interpreting the business content of 
the family office from its early stages, to gradually consolidate into the big concept of 
buyer services to provide asset protection planning for clients, and the market size has 
also experienced the process of returning to a proper number from single-digit numbers 
— a blowout of thousands — to survival of the fittest. From the perspective of 
"practice-driven theory", although domestic academic research on family offices has no 
influential theoretical results, the development of domestic family offices is in the 
ascendant. Many institutions have conducted industry research reports based on 
practical experience, whose achievements can provide some food for thought for 
academic research. Among them, the representative ones are: "China Family Office 
Research Report" published by CCB Trust's "China Family Office" research group in 
2016, which introduced family offices to the public; also in 2016“Investigation Report 
on the Activity of Family Offices in China” jointly issued by Banyan Legacy, Gaoming 
Consulting, and the Private Bank of Qingdao Bank described the development status of 
family offices in 2016 from the perspective of family lawyers and family clients; in 
2017 National Finance and Development Laboratory, Beijing Hongchuang Asset 
Management Information Science Research Institute jointly released "Family Office 
Development Report (2017)" , using three analytical frameworks to observe the 
inheritance of Chinese family wealth; the "Chinese Family Office White Paper" 
released by the research team of Law and Business Management Research Center from 
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China University of Political Science and Law in 2018 summarized the Chinese family 
office development history. (The above investigation report will be analyzed in detail 
in Chapter 3.) 
Based on a number of industry research reports and combined with the researchers' 
years of experience in the industry, the following characteristics of the current local 
family office in China can be summarized: 
（1）The background composition is complicated. Family office is a concept 
introduced from the West. During the research and exploration period, most of China's 
domestic family offices rely on institutional transformation in other industries. Part of 
it originates from the private banking sector established by financial institutions 
(commercial banks, trust companies), etc., and another part of it is the family office 
created by third-party wealth management companies. 
（2）The service content is simple. Subject to financial license regulatory policies 
and the size of client groups, most of the well-developed family offices in China 
currently originate from the private banking department of financial institutions, so the 
service content is basically focused on simple asset allocation and financial planning, 
and the focus is on investment income. The simplicity of the service content further 
exposed the lack of comprehensive professional talents and unclear business models of 
local family offices. 
（3）Broad prospects for development. In China today, the "the first generation of 
entrepreneurs" is gradually entering the retirement age, and they are generally faced 
with the problem of family succession. The preservation and inheritance of property 
has become an urgent issue. The "second generation" (children of the first generation 
of entrepreneurs), however, have generally received advanced education, have an 
international background and vision, and have a clearer understanding of the 
importance of scientific and professional wealth management. Objectively, with the 
rapid development of China’s economy, the scale of wealth gathered by China’s ultra-
high-net-worth people is also increasing, and the demand for wealth management is 
increasing. These all show the broad prospects of local family offices. 
However, for China's local family office to achieve good development, it must also 
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overcome some unique difficulties in China: 
（1）Macro environment. China's economic development has always been closely 
related to national policies, so the business of local family businesses and the business 
of family offices will be greatly affected by national policies. For example, China's 
strict foreign exchange controls require that the family office has a very high foreign 
exchange processing capacity, to carry out reasonable overseas investment and RMB 
inflow and outflow. For another example, the transparency of the Chinese economy is 
relatively low, and information disclosure is slow. Therefore, family offices must have 
a keen sense of politics and economy, detect policy changes in a timely manner, and 
effectively control family risks. 
（2）Client group. As the professional manager system is not mature enough in 
China, the founders of Chinese companies are still accustomed to retaining greater 
control over the company. They hope to hold a large number of shares for a long time 
and will not intentionally divide "company assets" and "family assets". Also because 
some domestic family offices originated from trust institutions or commercial banks 
and became a business expansion channel for the original organization, they are 
essentially responsible for the original organization rather than the family. This has also 
led to the trust of ultra-high net worth groups in local family offices not high and will 
not allow the family office to be deeply involved in family affairs. 
（3）Own resources. Members of the family office not only need expertise in 
finance, law, education, and even cross-cultural communication, but also have good 
communication skills and honest and reliable personality qualities. This kind of 
professional talent is very scarce in the current local family office market, which leads 
to the relatively low quality of the services provided by the local family office. 
In general, China's domestic family offices are in the ascendant and have a bright 
future, but we must clarify the reality as soon as possible, find a suitable business model 
and development path, and promote strengths to avoid weaknesses, so that we can 
embark on the road of high-speed takeoff. 
 
2.2  Business Model 
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2.2.1  Concepts and Dimensions of Business Models 
An enterprise is a for-profit organization. It needs to clarify its survival and 
development goals, as well as the operating mechanism necessary to achieve the goals. 
This is the essence of an enterprise's business model. The term business model first 
appeared in Bellman's dissertation in 1957, but as a formal research proposition which 
is attracting widespread attention, it was only a matter of the last 20 years. From the 
perspective of time, this concept has gone through the following stages of development. 
（1）Presentation stage: 1940s-early 1990s. Following Bellman, Jones first used 
the business model for formal titles in a 1960 paper. Since then, business models have 
begun to appear in large numbers, but this stage is mainly focused on computer system 
works, and no clear explanation and definition are given. We can think that the concept 
of "business model" at this stage is just a semantic rhetoric and has no practical meaning. 
（2）Initial exploration stage: 1996-2002. During this period, with the rise of the 
Internet and the emergence of e-commerce, people began to use the "business model" 
to describe the operation and profitability of Internet companies. Most of the initial 
theoretical researches focused on Internet companies and e-commerce. For example, 
Timmers & Paul (1998) first studied the nature, elements, and classification of the 
business model of the electronic market, and proposed 11 types of e-commerce business 
models; Amit et al. (2001) systematically studied the theoretical basis and source of 
value innovation of e-commerce business models; Osterwalder et al. (2002) proposed 
the business model ontology, which is also used for e-commerce modeling. 
（3）Extended research stage: 2000-2005. In the 21st century, scholars have begun 
to realize that business models are not limited to the field of e-commerce. Any company 
has a business model. Especially with the bursting of the first batch of Internet 
economic bubbles, more and more companies have begun to reflect on business models. 
The overly sought-after but unrealistic business models have been eliminated, and only 
business models with real competitive advantages can survive. This makes scholars and 
entrepreneurs deeply aware that business models are not just a concept of talking, but a 
major business proposition that requires companies to attach great importance to. 
Surveys show that as many as 49% of the failures of today's entrepreneurial enterprises 
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in China are due to failure to find a business model that sustains profitability (Shen 
Zhiyong, 2009) 
（4）In-depth analysis stage: from 2005 to the present. If scholars in the previous 
stage mainly summarized the constituent elements of business models, then in recent 
years, related research has increasingly focused on the research of the internal logic of 
constituent elements, that is, from the "what are the elements contained in business 
models"(What) to "why does this happen” (Why) and "how elements are connected 
together" (How). The concept of business model contains multiple dimensions. 
Different scholars consider from different angles, and the definitions given have their 
own characteristics. According to Morris et al. (2005) 's analysis of dozens of business 
model definitions, it can be basically summarized into three definitions: economic, 
operational, and strategic, and then there are some definitions that can be called 
integrated ones. 
The definition of the economics category understands the essence of business 
model as the logic of profit for the enterprise. The relevant variables are mainly the 
pricing method, source of income, cost structure, and optimal output, etc. For example, 
Stewart et al. (2000) defined a business model as a logical statement that a company 
obtains and maintains a stream of revenue. Rappa (2000) believed that the fundamental 
connotation of a business model was a method for companies to make profits in order 
to maintain themselves. Afuah et al. (2001) defined the business model as the method 
by which enterprises acquire and use resources to create more value to make profits. In 
these definitions, the business model focuses on exploring companies’ profit earning 
ways, long-term profit planning and approaches. 
The definition of the operation category understands the business model as the 
operating structure of the enterprise. It mainly describes the internal processes and basic 
structural design of the enterprise to create value. The relevant variables include the 
product/service delivery method, management process, knowledge management, and 
resource flow, etc. Timmers (1998) viewed business models as a framework for 
products, services, and information flow, including an analysis of the roles and benefits 
of different entities. Amit et al. (2001) defined a business model as an organizational 
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structure and governance structure that uses business opportunities to create value, and 
described in detail the operation of a network of companies, suppliers, substitutes and 
customers. 
The definition of the strategic category understands the business model as a general 
review of the strategic direction of the company, focusing on market positioning, 
organizational behavior, growth opportunities, sustainability, and competitive 
advantages. Related variables include value creation, differentiation, corporate vision, 
business network, and strategic alliances, etc. For example, Dubosson-Torbay et al. 
(2002) proposed that the business model is the process of finding a customer group, 
marketing, and transmitting value for the company and its partner network in order to 
obtain sustainable income. 
The definition of the integration category is the integration and promotion of the 
above three definitions, and the business model is defined as the essential description 
of how the business system of an enterprise keeps running well. According to the 
research in this view, the business model is not a simple, isolated stack of economic 
models and operating structures, or even different strategies, but to explore the 
synergistic relationship of the three as a whole to try to explain the nature of the 
enterprise system operation. For example, Morris (2005) defines a business model as 
"a series of internally related variables designed to illustrate how companies position 
and integrate strategic direction, operational structure, and economic logic in order to 
establish a competitive advantage in a particular market." Osterwalder et al. ( 2005) 
proposed that a business model is a conceptual tool built on a variety of constituent 
elements and internal relationships to illustrate specific business logic. 
In general, these definition models have both commonality and a clear evolutionary 
trend. On the one hand, in the four definition models, multiple variables keep appearing 
repeatedly, indicating that no matter how different scholars' understanding of business 
models is, the factors that are important for enterprises are receiving consensus. These 
variables include: value provision/assertion, economic model, customer relationship, 
partner network, internal structure, and target market. On the other hand, the 
evolutionary trend of several definition models shows that the connotation of the 
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business model is shifting from focusing on products, profits, and processes to focusing 
on customer relationships, value provision, and strategic goals. Its structure has also in 
the direction of deepening from simple listing to network construction.  
 
2.2.2  Elements and Structural Relationships of Business Models 
The business model is made up of specific elements, including the internal 
structure of the organization and related elements. There is an internal connection 
between these structures. The elements are organically linked together to form a whole. 
After interaction, various business activities of the organization are formed. There are 
also some definitions that interpret the business model from a structural dimension. For 
example, Magretta (2002) proposed that the business model describes how each part of 
the enterprise is matched to form a system. Osterwalder et al. (2005) argue that business 
models are built on many constituent elements and their relationships. 
Different researchers have different perspectives on what elements of a business 
model are from different perspectives. Some of the more representative definitions are: 
Timmers (1998)-product/service information flow structure, participant benefits, 
income sources; Applegate (2000)-concept, capabilities, value; Alt (2001)-mission, 
structure, process, revenue, technology, law; Linder (2001)-pricing model, revenue 
model, channel model, business process model, business relationships supporting the 
network, organizational form, value proposition; Afuah (2001) - customer value, 
business scope, price, revenue, related activities, complementarity, capacity, 
sustainability; Petrovic (2001) - value model, resource model, production model, 
customer relationship model, income model, capital model, market model; Hamel 
(2001) - core strategy, strategic resources, value network, customer interface; Weill 
(2001) - strategic goals, value proposition, revenue sources, success factors, channels, 
core capabilities, customer segmentation, infrastructure; Osterwalder (2004) - product 
value proposition, customer relationship target customers, marketing channels, 
relationships, infrastructure value allocation, core capabilities, partner network, 
financial cost structure, revenue model, profit model; Chesbrough (2002) - value 
proposition, target market, internal value chain structure, cost structure and profit 
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source, value network, and competition strategy; Lind (2004) - value proposition, 
market user, organization, value chain, cost structure and profit source, value network, 
competitive strategy; Joyce (2004) - business strategy, organizational situation and 
structure, business process, value chain, core ability, financial structure; Weng Junyi 
(2004) - value object, value content, value submission, value recovery; Yuan Lei (2007) 
- value proposition, value network, value maintenance, value realization; Luo Min 
(2009) - value proposition, core strategy, resource allocation, organization design, value 
network, product and service design, operating income mechanism, and profit potential. 
Overview of the selection of various factors, in addition to the relatively concentrated 
selection of the "value proposition", the scope of selection, method of combination and 
other aspects have their own characteristics. 
Furthermore, scholars are gradually discovering that it is not enough to simply 
define which elements are included. It is also necessary to pay attention to how these 
elements are structured, that is, the structure of business models. The structure of the 
elements intuitively reflects the essential logic of the business model. The more 
representative are the business model structure proposed by Osterwalder (2002) and the 
business model structure of Bouwman et al. (2003). 
Osterwalder's (2002) business model structure model consists of four basic 
elements: product innovation, client relationship, infrastructure management, and 
finance. Among them, product innovation defines the value proposition of the company, 
client relationship explains how the company contacts clients, and what kind of 
connection it wants to establish with clients. Infrastructure management describes the 
activities, resources and partners necessary for product innovation and client 
relationship, and finance describe the company's pricing mechanism and income, that 




Figure 2-2: Osterwalder’s (2002) Business Model Structure Diagram 
The logical relationship behind this model is that the enterprise creates products 
based on certain resources and value activities, and then sells the products to users 
through specific channels, and thereby transmits value. The cost of establishing and 
maintaining these activities and channels, combined with the revenue from selling 
products, determines the company's financial profit. 
Bouwman's (2003) business model structure consists of four major elements: 
business, technology, organization, and finance. The business elements focus on the 
value proposition and market goals, the technical elements describe the technical 
functions necessary to achieve the business, the organizational elements define the 
value network structure that creates and distributes the business as well as the clerical 
work of the company in the process, and the financial elements describe the ways in 





Figure 2-3: Business Model Structure of Bouwman et al. (2003) 
In Bouwman's model, the selection and structure design of four elements are 
interrelated. For example, technological functions are derived from technological 
development, business choices determine market opportunities, organizational design 
needs to consider market changes, and financial elements combine network value and 
client value. At the same time, these four elements are balanced with each other. The 
four elements need to be balanced to create sufficient value. For example, the 
reasonableness of technology and the reasonableness of finances (such as high costs) 
and the reasonableness of clients (such as resistance to new technologies) are a set of 
contradictions to be considered. The disadvantage of Bouwman's model is that "the four 
elements must be balanced" makes sense, but are these four elements truly equal? Is 
there an element that is a leading element and is not parallel or equally important to 
other elements? If the relationship is out of balance, which element should be adjusted 
from? In other words, in this model, the business logic relationship between the four 
elements is still vague. 
These two models can represent two ways to explore the structure of business 
models: one is to focus on the internal structure (Bouwman model), that is, the 
combination and checks and balances of various elements; the other is to focus on 
causal logic (Osterwalder model), that is, the order of thinking and the realization 
process when the enterprise constructs a business model and realizes its production and 
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operation activities. After reviewing the literature on the structural relationship of 
related business models, the thesis further proposes that in the study of the structural 
relationship of business models, we should also pay attention to the study of "driving 
forces". This thinking can be said to be a further extension of the causal logic of the 
business model, but the difference lies in not only simply thinking about the order of 
the elements, but also paying more attention to the organic connection between each 
other. To borrow the analogy of the "gear system", or understand the significance of 
this discussion: 1) On the whole, the business model is like a precision-designed, 
continuously operating mechanical system, where the various elements are like gears 
that mesh with each other. Certain combinations and movements ensure the operation 
of the entire system; 2) the meshing relationship between the various elements is 
exquisitely designed, interconnected, collaborated and coordinated; 3) the relationship 
between the various elements (gears) is not absolutely equal. There must be an element 
(gear) that is the key element (the driving gear), the other elements are the dependent 
elements (the dependent gear), and the key element (the driving gear) transmits power 
to the dependent elements (the dependent gear), driving the dependent elements (the 
dependent gear) and even the operation of the entire system. Therefore, there are two 
key points in exploring the driving force of a business model: finding the core elements 
and determining the “meshing/engagement” of other elements based on the core 
elements. 
This study believes that when applying the business model theory to the analysis 
of local family offices in China, particular attention should be paid to the study of 
"driving forces." The reason is that China's domestic family offices are still in their 
infancy, and the future market prospects will be in short supply. It is foreseeable that 
another group of start-up family offices will emerge in the future. Family offices at the 
start-up stage need to think more clearly about the starting point of the business model, 
that is, the original motivation of the business activities of the company. In other words, 
if the company is in the start-up stage and the past experience available for reference is 
relatively inadequate, the business model needs to undergo a preliminary construction 
from scratch. In particular, it is necessary to analyze the business model with the 
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“looking for driving force” thinking to find the core elements to build meshing 
relationships. 
To solve this problem, this research will continue to explore on the basis of existing 
research. As mentioned earlier, the study of business model driving forces is actually a 
further extension of the causal order study. Therefore, this study chooses Osterwalder's 
business model canvas theory, which is used to analyze the current status of Chinese 
family office operations. This research can test whether the intrinsic logic pointed out 
by the existing western business model theory is applicable to Chinese domestic family 
offices. If the existing theory does not match the reality, then we need to explore the 
internal logic of the Chinese family office's own business model. Furthermore, it is also 
necessary to clarify which element is the core element when applying the business 
model canvas theory to the family office field, and find the connection relationship 
between this element and other elements. In other words, when analyzing a local family 
office in China, we need to think about the family office's business starting point is 
resources, customers, infrastructure, or finance, and how this starting point affects the 
construction and development of the other three factors. Figuring out this problem is 
tantamount to finding the core value proposition and development ideas of the local 
family office in China so as to provide guidance in building core competitiveness. 
 
2.2.3  Research Status of Domestic Business Models 
Domestic research on business models has certain similarities with foreign studies. 
With the rise of the Internet and the emergence of e-commerce, people have begun to 
study the business and profitability methods of Internet companies, that is, "business 
models." Subsequently, the study of business models gradually expanded from the field 
of e-commerce to the wider business field. The more representative research results are 
as follows: 
Fang Zi et al. (2002) proposed "5P4F" e-commerce model analysis and innovative 
methods, namely "product, pricing, channel, promotion, customer positioning; business 
flow, information flow, capital flow, logistics". Ye Naiyi (2004) proposed that the e-
commerce model is composed of six elements: e-market environment, client 
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relationship, product innovation, financial elements, enterprise resources, and business 
processes. The essence is that the way an enterprise has to provide value and profit to 
the target market at a specific position in the value chain system. Weng Junyi (2004) 
错误!未定义书签。 proposed in a systematic theoretical study of business models that 
different forms of business models are actually different combinations of the four major 
elements of object, content, submission and recycling. Luo Min (2005) analyzes the 
innovative behavior and internal and external driving forces of business models of 
enterprises based on the economic rent theory. Wang Weiyi et al. (2005) conducted a 
comprehensive review of the overall situation of foreign business model research, and 
explored the theoretical basis and practical significance of business models. Zeng Tao 
(2006) analyzed the formation process of the core competitiveness of the enterprise, 
and proposed that based on the relationship between competitiveness and long-term 
competitive advantage, the business model is a more important and key core 
competitiveness of the enterprise. Yuan Lei (2007) 错误!未定义书签。 proposed a 
"3-4-8" business model composition system, that is, three types of contact interfaces 
(customer value, partner value, and enterprise value), and four types of constituent units 
(value proposition, value network, value maintenance, and value realization), eight 
kinds of constituent factors (target customer, value content, network form, business 
positioning, partnership, isolation mechanism, revenue model, and cost management). 
Wei Wei et al. (2009) used a case study approach to focus on the positioning of business 
model innovation, business systems, key resource capabilities, profit models, free cash 
flow and corporate value. Lu Hongjiang et al. (2011) emphasized the relationship 
between business models and corporate strategies, and argued that companies and 
researchers should clarify this relationship and formulate strategies in a targeted manner. 
Gong Limin et al. (2011) believed that companies and researchers had not reached a 
consensus on the definition, constituent elements, and research areas of business 
models, and the research still needed to be further studied. 
In terms of industry scope, a small number of domestic researchers have also 
conducted research on the application of business models in specific industries. For 
example, Wang Tao et al. (2003) research on mobile operator business model, Yu Lu et 
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al. (2006) research on mobile TV business model, Wang Jun (2015) research on 
business model of companies who are providing studying abroad services, and Du Han 
(2018) research on business model of the express delivery industry etc. 
Domestic scholars have also put forward results of thinking about the structure of 
business models. For example, the five environmental models proposed by Weng Junyi 
(2004) pointed out that there were five environment in the business model structure 
system: existing platform environment, customer environment, partner environment, 
roof environment, and internal environment. The internal environment has interaction 
interfaces with the other four environment, namely the platform interface, the client 
interface, the partner interface, and the roof interface. These five major environment 
and the four major interfaces together constitute a place for resource exchange and 
activities in the course of business operations. (See the figure below) 
 
Figure 2-4: Weng Junyi's Business Model Structure 
Weng Junyi's model is relatively clear in describing the relationship and logic of 
the value chain, but from a definition point of view, the nature of the subdivision 
definitions on different interfaces is different from each other, so some scholars have 
pointed out that there are some deficiencies in this structure model in terms of 
conceptual consistency and logical rigor. 
In general, the research on business models at home and abroad has achieved 
certain results, but there is still much room for exploration. On the one hand, the nature 
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of the concept, the constituent elements and internal relationships, and innovation 
research have become the main line of theoretical research on business models. 
Theoretical researchers and corporate practitioners have paid close attention to it, and 
have achieved relatively rich research results. Although no consensus has been reached 
in theory on the essence of the business model and its constituent factors, there are some 
more critical and recurring factors that cannot be ignored by any analytical framework. 
On the other hand, research on the application of business models is still inadequate, 
especially in some emerging areas. Pioneering research using business models to 
provide direction for the future development of new fields is even scarcer. Since the 
research on e-commerce and Internet-related industries started and has been extended 
so far, the breakthrough speed has been slow in both the industry scope and depth of 
applied research. This has led to the study of business models still at the theoretical 
level, unable to effectively guide local business practices. 
 
2.2.4  Business Model Canvas 
As the saying goes, "If you want to be good at a job, you must first sharpen your 
tools." A prerequisite for good research is to choose a suitable analysis tool. Among the 
many business model framework, this study selects the business model canvas as the 
main tool for analyzing local family offices. This section provides a brief literature 
review of the business model canvas. 
Business model canvas is one of the most widely studied and applied business 
models. Alexander Osterwalder proposed a business model with four pillars and nine 
elements in 2005. This model describes and evaluates the business model, so that 
companies can more intuitively see the current status of business model components 
and make necessary adjustments. In 2011, Osterwalder and Dr. Yves Pigneur enriched 
and developed the model together, and designed the business model canvas, a visual 
business model architecture analysis tool. 
This model is selected for the analysis of the local family office in this study 
because the model has the dual advantages of theory and practice. First, in terms of 
theory, the model belongs to an integrated definition, and it has moved away from the 
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simple description stage and focused on network construction. Both of these points 
indicate that this model is at a higher and deeper level of current business model 
research. Secondly, on a practical level, this analysis tool is widely used in many 
industries and enterprises at home and abroad. Overseas, business model canvases have 
been implemented in IBM, Ericsson, Deloitte, Canadian Public Works and Government 
Services. More and more researchers in China also use this model to analyze different 
types of enterprises. For example, Chen (2012) research on D5 company business 
model innovation, Chen (2013) research on Walmart, and Li Yan (2014) Research in 
the engineering consulting industry, Hu (2015) on the Internet of Things, Bu Hui (2016) 
on Alipay, and Yu (2017) on fashion brand marketing strategies. 
According to Osterwalder and Yves Pigneur, the four pillars of the business model 
canvas and its nine elements are: the value proposition of the product or service 
dimension; the core resources of the asset management dimension, key business, and 
important cooperation; the customer segmentation of the customer dimension, channel 
path, client relationship; cost structure of financial dimension, and source of income. 
 
Figure 2-5: Canvas Structure of Business Model Elements 
（1）Value proposition: A product or service that creates value for the target group, 
meets customer needs, and solves customer problems. 
（2）Core resources: All assets required for the operation of the enterprise, used 
for planning value propositions, building channel paths, maintaining customer 
relationships, and obtaining income sources. 
（3）Key business: activities required for the operation of the enterprise, including 
planning value propositions, building channel paths, maintaining customer 
relationships, and obtaining revenue sources. 
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（4）Important cooperation: Suppliers and partners needed for the operation of the 
enterprise, obtain core resources from them, and implement key business. 
（5）Client segmentation: The target group that the company targets and serves, 
and the company needs to create value for this group. 
（6）Channel path: The path that connects the target client with the value 
proposition. 
（7）Client relationship: The relationship status that connects the target client with 
the value proposition and improves client loyalty. 
（8）Cost structure: Costs incurred by a company's operations. 
（9）Source of income: Cash obtained from business operations. 
Osterwalder further presents the business model canvas as a more intuitive image 
form: 
 
Figure 2-6: Canvas of Business Model Elements 
In this diagram, the left half is the cost side, which is the output part of the 
enterprise; the right half is the value side, which represents the value creation of the 
enterprise and can bring benefits to the enterprise. Enterprises can fill their own 
elements in this picture, and gradually analyze their strengths and weaknesses, so as to 
provide ideas for evaluating the current business model and designing new business 
models. 
This model is a further combing of the Osterwalder (2002) model. The business 
logic behind it is that the enterprise creates products based on certain resources and 
value activities, and then sells the products to users through specific channels, and 
thereby transmits value. The cost of establishing and maintaining these activities and 
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channels, combined with the revenue from selling products, determines the company's 
financial profit. The question that the model does not answer is, do all these elements 
have equal status? In other words, do these elements have a logical sequence when 
building a business model? Which element (s) should be given priority? The above 
questions may have different answers in different industries. So for the local family 
office in China, which element should be placed at the core and build all business 
models around this element? The following empirical research in the thesis will try to 
answer the above questions and finally give practical suggestions for building a 
business model of a local family office in China. 
 
3.  Research One：Investigation on the Status of Local Family Offices in China 
3.1  Research Introduction 
In recent years, a large number of institutions called “family offices” have emerged 
in the Chinese market. These institutions provide diversified, personalized, professional 
wealth management and private affairs services for ultra-high-net-worth customers. 
The entire industry is showing a spurt of development. However, it is still in its 
exploratory infancy and the industry ecology is relatively primitive, it is difficult to 
grasp its development form from a macro perspective. In comparison, European and 
American family offices have a history of more than 100 years and are relatively 
standardized. Many institutions regularly publish research reports on global family 
offices. For example, UBS Group releases global reports every year. These reports help 
us to see the global layout of the industry and the development direction of the industry. 
However, few organizations have done research specifically targeted at local family 
offices in China. Therefore, this research first conducts a panoramic survey of local 
family offices in China, trying to describe the development status and market structure 
of the industry in China from a macro perspective. Especially in the aspect of business 
model, we try to present the current status analysis of the different types of local family 
office business models and their constituent elements, so as to make the subsequent 




3.2  Literature Review 
As mentioned in Chapter Two, domestic family office theoretical research has just 
emerged, and the breadth and depth of exploration still needs to be improved; but some 
industry organizations have keenly captured the development prospects and made 
industry survey reports with different focuses from different angles. The literature 
review in Chapter Two has pointed out that domestic theoretical research has mainly 
explored family offices from the perspectives of family trust, Chinese and foreign 
comparisons, and legal issues. However, the discussion of business models that really 
determine the results of family office operations is limited in number. Based on the 
thinking of "practice-driven theory", this section focuses on the distinctive family office 
industry research reports. In 2016, CCB Trust’s “Chinese Family Office” research 
group published the “Chinese Family Office Research Report”, which mainly 
introduced the international experience of family offices, the current status of family 
office development in China, and the future outlook for Chinese family offices. This 
book is an earlier domestic investigation report on local family office in China. At that 
time, the concept was not well understood in China. Therefore, this book serves as a 
general introduction to family office, provides systematic and comprehensive 
introduction to its concept, summarizes its international experience, including an 
introduction of classic family office cases from Europe, the United States, and the Asia-
Pacific region. In terms of focusing on the local area, this book explains the role and 
significance of family offices for China's ultra-high-net-worth individuals, introduces 
the development status of local family offices in China, and puts forward some 
strategies and suggestions from the four aspects of basic elements, architecture design, 
operating model, and risk management. Finally, since this book was written by CCB 
Trust, the book also highlights the exploration road of the CCB Trust family office. 
Generally speaking, this book is more a summary of experience and an introduction to 
self-exploration, which is inclined towards the introduction of concepts and the 
promotion of brands. 
In the same year, at the Fifth Asian Private Banking and Family Office Summit, 
Banyan Legacy, Gaoming Consulting and Private Bank of Qingdao Bank jointly 
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released the "Investigation Report on China's Family Office Activity." This report is an 
earlier survey of the family office industry in China, with a sample size of 86. In 
addition to depicting the current status of the family office industry, the report puts more 
emphasis on research from two other perspectives: the perspective of family lawyers 
and the perspective of family clients. The report points out that family lawyers are still 
in their infancy in China, and there is still a long way to go to catch up with the mature 
status in Europe and the United States. From the perspective of family clients, more 
than 30% of Chinese domestic customers have not heard of family offices, and more 
than 67% of customers have never heard of Chinese family offices. This shows that in 
2016, the local family office in China was still in its infancy. Regardless of professional 
ability, customer education, brand influence, etc., the domestic family office in China 
was very immature. 
In 2017, the National Finance and Development Laboratory and Beijing 
Hongchuang Asset Management Information Science Institute jointly released the 
"Family Office Development Report (2017)". The report includes three analytical 
frameworks: the first framework analyzes the wealth heritage market from the 
perspective of institutions, markets, products, and services; the second framework 
further focuses on family offices and analyzes their organizational structure, products, 
and services; the third framework returns to the global wealth management heritage 
market and put forward relevant prospects. The report, from macro to concrete, from 
global to domestic, is relatively rich in content and presents multiple research results 
from multiple research channels in the format of a literature review. However, the 
disadvantage is that the logical lines of the report are relatively unclear, especially in 
the introduction of the local family office in China. Although it has a lot of content, it 
has not been analyzed in an organized manner and the relationship between the factors 
has not been explained. 
In 2018, the research team of the Law and Business Management Research Center 
of China University of Political Science and Law released the "China Family Office 
White Paper". The report consists of five parts: the origin of birth, the trend of 
development, the time of rise, the strategy of operation, and the technique of 
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management. It introduces the history evolution, actual data, future trend, and micro 
cases of Chinese local family offices. In general, this white paper mainly summarizes 
the development process of local family offices in China, focusing on historical review 
and future prospects. 
In general, the current empirical research report on domestic family offices in 
China is still based on popular introduction. Although there have been attempts to 
analyze the industry from multiple perspectives such as structure, products, services, 
and customers, it lacks theoretical guidance and even lacks a systematic and complete 
analysis framework, leading to the isolated and fragmented analysis of the various 
modules. As a result, the relationship between the elements and the underlying logic of 
the dominant business model cannot be found. 
In view of this situation, this study will use the business model canvas as an 
analysis tool to systematically sort out the operating status of the local family office in 
China, present it in an organized structure, and try to find out the current common 
problems in the family office in China. 
 
3.3  Research Methodology and Research Process 
3.3.1  Research Methodology 
This study used questionnaires to collect data. The questionnaire survey method is 
a survey method that uses a questionnaire as a tool to collect data. It is almost one of 
the most commonly used methods in current social research. Moser (1973), a famous 
British sociologist, once said, "Eight or nine social surveys out of ten are conducted 
using questionnaires." The questionnaire itself is a structured and written survey tool, 
the specific content of which is a question that the researcher needs to explore, and it is 
designed and composed according to certain data. The researcher distributes the 
questionnaire to the respondents, so as to obtain information from the respondents and 
perform statistical analysis based on the information to reach the research conclusions. 
The questionnaire survey method has the following advantages. The first is a high 
degree of standardization, which is reflected in the following: the survey tools are 
standardized, the form and content of the questionnaire are completely consistent, and 
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it is difficult for any respondent to bring subjective attitudes into it; the standardization 
of the investigation process. Because of this, the respondents can only answer questions 
based on the questionnaire and it is also difficult for researchers' subjective will to 
influence respondents in this process. The standardization of the survey results. Because 
the questionnaires have been rigorously designed in advance, the collected answers are 
equivalent to having undergone "initial coding". A direct quantitative statistical analysis 
can be performed by researchers based on this information. The second advantage of 
the questionnaire method is its high efficiency. In the questionnaire survey process, as 
long as the process design is reasonable, researchers can issue to and get answer from 
a large number of respondents in a short period of time, thereby collecting a large 
amount of information and data in a short period of time. The questionnaire saves time 
and effort and is very efficient. Finally, if properly designed, the questionnaire survey 
also has high anonymity. Researchers only need to collect information related to their 
research questions, and other personal information of respondents can be completely 
hidden, which will help reduce respondents' concerns and ensure that the information 
collected is more authentic. 
Admittedly, the questionnaire method also has its own shortcomings. First of all, 
the questionnaire survey method is insufficient in the depth of investigation. Once the 
questionnaire is set, the scope of the survey will be determined. Limited by the 
questionnaire itself, it is difficult for researchers to touch upon the comprehension of 
other questions, and even the understanding and cognition behind the questionnaire. 
Especially when it is necessary to understand some of the motives, subjective 
evaluations, and values of respondents, the questionnaire survey method cannot obtain 
valid information. Second, it is difficult for the questionnaire survey method to give 
play to the subjective initiative of researchers. In tracking questionnaires and improving 
the quality of responses, it is often determined by the quality and coordination of the 
respondents and researchers cannot guarantee the absolute high quality of information 
obtained. If the questionnaire method can be used in conjunction with other research 
methods, such as some in-depth methods of qualitative research, the above 
disadvantages can be better avoided. 
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When designing the questionnaire, this research uses the business model canvas 
as the basic framework, and draws on the main indicators of the family office mentioned 
in the existing industry research, and the researcher's own observations of the industry 
over the years to design a questionnaire (see Appendix 1 for details). The questionnaire 
contains six parts: basic information (company history and current situation); family 
office function configuration (configuration of wealth management, family governance, 
administrative housekeeping services, resource occupation, and income); family office 
staffing (number of employees in different function module); family office cost 
structure (classified by category and function); family office senior executive 
background; and family office customer profile. 
 
3.3.2  Research Process 
With regard to the selection of survey objects, as the so-called "single family 
office" in China is mostly an exclusive private investment team for entrepreneurs, the 
primary goal is to assist entrepreneurs in capital market operations. Its functions are 
relatively single and more private, which is difficult to conduct the research, so this 
research is mainly aimed at multi family office, which includes three types of 
institutions: (1) family office departments under traditional wealth management 
institutions (trust companies, commercial banks, securities companies); (2) independent 
family office established by entrepreneurs ; (3) independent family office set up by 
professionals such as accountants and lawyers. In other conditions, the study did not set 
a particularly strict threshold. This is mainly because the current situation of local 
family offices is very diverse and this study hopes to include as many individuals as 
possible. 
During the data collection phase, researchers get as many access as possible to 
family offices through various channels and internal resources of the industry. In 
Shanghai, Beijing, and Shenzhen where family offices are relatively concentrated, they 
visited and published paper questionnaires. The questionnaire was filled by the founder 
or general manager of the family office and collected by the researchers on the spot. 
This process lasted for one month, and 27 family offices in three places are paid a visit 
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to. For family offices in other regions, electronic questionnaires are sent by email, 
followed by email tracking on the 3rd and 7th day after the questionnaire is issued, and 
telephone inquiries on the 10th day to ensure that as many questionnaires are tracked 
as possible. In total of two types of questionnaires, 50 questionnaires were issued during 
the initial stage of the study and 35 valid questionnaires were returned, with a recovery 
rate of 70%. 
In the data analysis stage, this study mainly uses descriptive statistical analysis to 
describe the industry profile, and uses the business model canvas as a tool framework 
to describe the current status of the family office on the various constituent elements of 
the industry. 
 
3.4  Result Analysis 
3.4.1  Industry Overview 
In terms of institutional nature, 19 (54%) institutions are independent family offices 
set up by entrepreneurs or professionals, and 16 (46%) are subordinate departments of 
traditional wealth management institutions. The two types of samples are relatively 
evenly distributed, indicating that the market has different needs for the two types of 
institutions. The services provided by family offices of different backgrounds must have 
their unique advantages. For example, the family office of the banking department has 
a large platform advantage, the family office of the trust department has strong cross-
border resource integration capabilities, and the family office of the lawyer / accounting 




Figure 3-1: Family Office Asset Management Scale (Independent Family 
Office Data) 
Regarding the scale of asset management, this study encountered two difficulties 
in data collection. First, nearly one-third of institutions are reluctant to disclose this 
information because they view the scale of asset management as a core business secret. 
Second, many family offices of traditional financial institutions often fill out the parent 
company's asset management scale when filling out the questionnaire, rather than the 
department's asset management scale, making the results misleading. Considering the 
above issues, this study included independent family offices willing to provide 
information as valid data. The results are shown in Figure 1. About 60% of the family 
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Figure 3-2: Geographical Distribution of Family Offices 
In terms of geographical distribution, as shown in Figure 2, most family offices 
have headquarters or offices in Beijing, Shanghai, and Shenzhen, and the total of the 
three places exceeds half of the sample. Some fast-growing second-tier cities (such as 
Hangzhou and Chengdu) are close behind, and they are also broad markets for family 
offices in the future. At the same time, the survey also found that, in contrast, most 
independent family offices can only have a single headquarter and no branch offices. 
This may be due to the relatively limited independent family office resources and 
weaker distribution capabilities than traditional wealth management institutions. 
 
 
Figure 3-3: Family Office Establishment Time 
From the perspective of establishment time, nearly half of the family offices were 
established in the last 4 years, and the total number of family offices established in the 
last 10 years accounted for nearly 70%. This situation is basically in line with the 
development of the industry, indicating that family offices are a new phenomenon in 
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Figure 3-4: Family Office Founder (Shareholder) Background 
From the background of the founder of the family office, the proportion of family 
offices from the traditional trust industry is the highest, which is also in line with the 
general trend of China's domestic trust industry's transition to family trusts in recent 
years. The proportion from commercial banks is also very high. Because banks used to 
have private banking departments, banks have natural genes to develop into family 
offices. Another strength comes from the background of lawyers. The high barriers of 
the legal profession enable lawyers to more accurately meet the needs of clients. The 
survey found that the actual situation is that high-net-worth individuals have maintained 
long-term cooperative relationships with lawyers. On the basis of complete trust, high-
net-worth individuals entrust lawyers to step into family wealth management. The 
following is a brief introduction to the four types of Chinese local family offices that 
are relatively high in percentage in this survey: respectively "corporate single family 
office" (10%), "trust background family office" (39%), and "private banking 
background family office" (25%) and" accountant and lawyer background family office 
"(29%). 
1. A single family office of a company refers to a large family business that 
establishes a strategic investment department within the system and has joint shares in 
a financial license to achieve the business functions of the family office. Such a 
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planning and layout of the family business in the stewardship mode. The advantage of 
this type of family office is that it is highly loyal to the “client” and is based on the 
client ’s will to conduct business, which is more efficient and reliable. However, due to 
the development of globalization, the “Entrepreneur Single Family Office” is slightly 
weak in the service function of overseas investment opportunities. In addition, the 
largest source of self-owned cash flow in the "Entrepreneur Single Family Office" is 
the main business, and the proportion of foreign investment and financial investment is 
relatively limited. 
2. The biggest advantage of the "Trust Background Family Office" is based on its 
unique platform advantages, integrating multiple resources to provide comprehensive 
non-financial services, including the unique inheritance model of family charity and 
insurance policy family trust. At this stage, the "Trust Background Family Office" 
mainly operates through the following three models: 1) bank led and trust "channels", 
which typically include China Merchants Bank and Shandong Trust, China 
Construction Bank and CCB Trust; 2) bank-trust cooperation, trust companies 
participate in active management, typically including SPD Bank and Shanghai Trust; 
3), independent self-operated trust companies, typically including CITIC Trust, Ping 
An Trust and Shanghai Trust. The comprehensive strength of the trust company itself 
has gradually strengthened in accordance with the weakening of external relations with 
the three cooperation models. 
3. The “Family Office with Private Banking Background” can provide more 
comprehensive financial products to high net worth customers, and rely on its own 
platform strength to obtain greater voice and dominant position. This family office will 
be mainly set up in the form of "bank led and trust 'channels'." The bank has strong 
business integration capabilities for private entrepreneurs with ultra-high credit lines in 
the bank. Based on the comprehensive cooperation and trust of both sides in the 
financing sector, the bank can provide comprehensive family office service solutions 
for family entrepreneurs in an easier way. 
4. The biggest advantage of the “Accountant and Lawyer Background Family 
Office” is the concentration of tax and legal experts in the global system (take the Big 
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Four accounting firms as an example). With the help of an international perspective, it 
provides services for Chinese family businesses and ultra-high-net-worth individuals. 
The service content is mainly in the non-financial field, but their own professionalism 
can help them become important service providers of other cooperative institutions. At 
the same time, due to the high degree of privacy of family affairs, only the "Accountant 
and Lawyer Background Family Office" can properly provide a solution, thereby 
establishing a solid trust relationship. 
 
3.4.2  Business Model Canvas Analysis 
（1）Value proposition 
The value proposition of the family office determines how the organization taps 
and allocates the value of its resources and conducts key business. The survey found 
that local family offices have the following commonalities in customer value 
propositions: 
First, the purpose of the local family office is to better meet the personalized and 
customized needs of ultra-high-net-worth individuals, and to provide customers with 
more accurate, professional, and private services. The family office should try to avoid 
becoming a "product sales" role, but should be service-oriented and provide customers 
with a comprehensive, integrated, and all-round family management solution from the 
perspective of customer interests. 
Second, the business model that a family office can provide is the combination of 
its own resource advantages, core capabilities, and customer needs to determine the 
organization's positioning. At the same time, it is necessary to make up for the 
shortcomings of the business according to its own situation and meet all the needs of 
customers as much as possible. 
Third, family offices need to continue to innovate in business models and continue 
to provide more personalized products and services. At the same time, the family office 
has certain expectations for market maturity and market standardization. When the 
market is not yet mature, it will still launch new businesses with caution. 
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（2）Key business. In this survey, the researchers referred to international practices 
and divided the services provided by family offices into three categories: wealth 
management, family governance, and administrative housekeeping. The three types of 
services are further subdivided into subcategories. In addition, this study also considers 
that family offices can conduct business by mobilizing external resources or by 
outsourcing, and this configuration method is also within the scope of the investigation. 
The results are shown in Figures 5, 6, and 7. As can be seen from Figure 5, among the 
wealth management services, the most popular services are "intergenerational heritage 
wealth management" and "tax co-ordination". Up to 93% of local family offices are 
equipped with such services. Figure 6 shows that compared with the wealth 
management function, the allocation ratio of the family governance function is 
obviously lower. The most important function is "compliance and regulatory support", 
and the allocation ratio reaches 79%. The function of "Executive Housekeeper" is more 
like the embodiment of the concept of "enjoying richness", so the proportion of business 
allocation is lower. As can be seen in Figure 9, except for the rigid requirements of 
"studying abroad and immigration planning" and "regular legal counsel", the allocation 
ratio of other services is very low. This may be related to the fact that most of the local 
family office services currently serve the first generation who have started their 
businesses, and the wealth concept focuses more on maintaining and growing wealth 




Figure 3-5: Proportion of Wealth Management Function Allocation 
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Figure 3-7: Proportion of Executive Housekeeping Services 
The survey also found that family offices of different backgrounds have different 
advantages, so they also have different focuses on their main businesses. Specifically, 
the main service content of various family offices, that is, their relative areas of 
expertise are as follows: 
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Table 3-1: Main Service Contents of Various Family Offices 
（3）Important cooperation. In the survey of "critical business", researchers 
found that there is a large amount of business outsourcing in family offices. This is 
also in line with the development trend of the international family office industry: 
outsource non-core functions or cooperate with suppliers in the field of subdivision 
services, instead of blindly pursuing all resources within themselves. This involves 
how family businesses manage external partnerships. The researcher will elaborate 





Figure 3-8: Executive Team Background (multiple choice) 
 








































Figure 3-10: Staff Configuration for Various Businesses 
（4）Core resources. As an institution that mainly provides wealth management 
products or services, and family management advice, the most important internal 
resource of a family office is talent. In the sample of the survey, the minimum team was 
3 people and the largest was 280 people. The following findings were found in the talent 
allocation. ①. The team with the largest number of people is the marketing/sales team, 
which also reflects the current status of the industry's development: insufficient market 
awareness and acceptance, and a large sales team must be maintained for business 
promotion, customer education, and customer acquisition. ② . With regard to the 
composition of executives, as shown in Figure 8, 61% of institutions are equipped with 
executives with a background of private bankers, 57% are equipped with lawyers, and 
50% are equipped with executives with asset management background. This equipment 
can basically cover several major needs of local customers. ③ . In terms of the 
background of the person in charge of investment, as shown in Figure 9, most of those 
in charge of the investment business have a background in asset management. This 
situation is basically consistent with European and American countries. In 2007, the 
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Wharton Family Alliance examined the background of the chief investment officer 
(CIO) of large single family offices in Europe and the United States. The top four are 
the asset management, private banking, investment banking, and other financial 
services. The conclusions are basically the same with this survey. ④. In terms of 
staffing of major business segments, as shown in Figure 10, the “wealth management” 
category has the largest number of employees, accounting for 46% of the total surveyed 
population; followed by “family governance”, with 30% of staffing; and “executive 
butler service” , with about 19% of staff. 
 
 
Figure 3-11: Average Customer Asset Size 
（5）Client subdivision. ①. Entry barriers. 86% of the family offices in this survey 
have set entry barriers for customers, and the requirements for the minimum investable 
asset size of customers range from 10 million yuan to 500 million yuan. At the same 
time, the average asset size distribution of actual service customers is similar to the 
distribution of entry thresholds (see Figure 11). The minimum threshold limit is 
obviously much lower than the standard of US $ 20 million commonly used in foreign 
multi family offices, and even 14% of institutions do not set any threshold. This is 
mainly because the local family office industry is in the initial development stage, and 
there are still great obstacles in obtaining customers. In order to survive, it is unwilling 
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data, a typical local family office client is: the average age is 51 years old, 64% 
probability is male, 76% probability is still the actual controller of the family business, 
89% probability is the founding generation of family business, but 79% probability the 
client has advanced to the third generation. 
（6）Channel path. When a family office acquires customers, it mainly uses the 
following channels. The first is the shareholder/founder's own social relationships. For 
example, if the shareholder/founder is a banker, he can provide relationship marketing 
channels with the convenience of financing. If he is an investment banker, the acquired 
customers are not divided by geographical regions. When the company's stock held by 
the service client is listed, he can provide asset allocation and planning for the client. 
Secondly, with the above two types of channels and customers, the family office can 
accumulate a certain popularity among the ultra-high-net-worth individuals in the 
region. If the existing customers are important regional key opinion leaders (KOL), 
such opinion leaders have more followers and you can open the publicity channel soon. 
Finally, there are also family offices that have set up specialized marketing function 
modules that can be promoted in specific areas and groups of people to harvest 
customers randomly. Admittedly, in general, family offices are still based on a "familiar 
customer culture", so most of the family offices in the survey stated that their marketing 
costs are relatively low, and they do not deliberately carry out advertising and other 





Figure 3-12: Frequency of Communication with Customers 
（7）Client relations. ①. Report communication frequency. Most family offices 
(39%) report to clients on a quarterly basis. This frequency is the same as the reporting 
frequency of US family offices, which indicates that most local family offices refer to 
US standards for governance (European family offices usually use monthly reporting). 
In addition to formal reporting, 54% of local family offices maintain informal monthly 
communications with clients. ②. Client investment goals. 82% of local family offices 
believe that the client ’s primary investment goal is “balance of asset preservation and 
growth”, 21% believe that the primary goal is “asset preservation”, and no institution 
believes that the primary investment goal is “radical asset growth”, even more unwilling 
to choose high-risk projects when investing. This also shows that China's ultra-high-
net-worth population has a more conservative risk appetite. ③ . Investment assets 
allocation. The main asset allocation of local family office clients remained in the 
traditional equity and bond asset. Equity investment products accounted for about 29%, 
fixed-income products accounted for about 48%, which was consistent with the risk 
preference of clients. Meanwhile, about 22% of assets were allocated to real estate, 
which may be quite different from the assets allocation of high net worth individuals 
and family offices abroad. Other alternative asset allocations (e.g. gold, art) were 
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to foreign family offices, which tend to allocate 20% to 30% assets to alternative asset 
investments. （8）Cost structure. ①. By function, family office personnel costs account 
for the largest proportion, followed by management costs and operating costs. As a 
human capital-intensive industry, it is normal to have high personnel costs. Interestingly, 
the cost structure of independent family offices and family offices of traditional wealth 
management institutions is significantly different. The cost of personnel in independent 
family offices is higher, but the management costs are lower, which indicates that the 
organizational structure of the two family offices is very different: the organizational 
structure of independent family offices is relatively flat, and the team is more flexible, 
so the management costs are lower. ②. According to the business sector, the cost 
allocation ratio of the family office in each business is basically the same as the staffing 
ratio of each business. The wealth management function has the highest staffing ratio 
and the highest cost ratio. 
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Figure 3-14: Cost Allocation of Each Business Segment 
（9）Income source. Among the many functions deployed in the family office, the 
“investment management” accounted for the highest percentage of revenue, with a 
single item accounting for 31%, far higher than all other projects. The family office's 
income from investment management is mainly sales of investment products and asset 
management fees. "Family Governance" and "Executive Housekeeping Service" are 
mostly consulting services. One is not suitable for charging a large amount of fees. The 
second is that local ultra-high-net-worth individuals may not be used to paying for 
services, but are more willing to pay transaction commissions or invest or split the 




Figure 3-15: Proportion of Revenue of Various Services 
3.4.3  Summary 
This study uses the business model canvas as a tool to describe as much as possible 
the current business model of the local family office. The main findings are: (1) Value 
proposition: The local family office aims to better meet the personalized and 
customized needs of customers - ultra-high-net-worth individuals. It is service-oriented 
and thinks from the perspective of customers; (2) Key business: At present, domestic 
family offices in China are mainly focused on wealth management, and 
intergenerational heritage wealth management and tax planning are the most common. 
(3) Important cooperation: Many family offices outsource non-core functions, not 
blindly allocating all their own resources; (4) Core resources: The most important 
internal resources of family offices are talents. At present, most of them are wealth 
management employees, but there is generally a lack of top professionals who are more 
professional and accessible to multiple businesses. (5) Customer segmentation: local 
family offices’ typical customer portraits are: average age is 51 years old, 64% 
probability is male, 76% probability is still the actual controller of the family business, 
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89% probability is the first generation of the family business, but 79% probability has 
developed to the third generation; (6) Channel path: Family offices mostly use 
relational marketing channels to leverage the different backgrounds of founders such 
as bankers and investors to reach the corresponding customer groups: (7) Customer 
relationships: Most family offices maintain close relationships with customers to 
achieve the client's stable asset management goals; (8) Cost structure: Family office 
personnel costs account for the largest proportion, especially those with wealth 
management functions; (9) Income source: Family offices rely mainly on investment 
management to get the benefits, not too much from the consulting services. 
Limited by the characteristics of the questionnaire survey method, some of the 
elements cannot be analyzed in depth, and will be compensated by case study methods 
in the subsequent research two. 
 
4. Research Two：Case Study of Chinese Local Family Office——K Family Office 
4.1  Research Introduction 
Chapter three studies a panoramic survey of a local family office in China, hoping 
to describe the development status and market structure of the industry in China from 
a macro perspective. The researchers tried to describe the current business model of the 
local family office as detailed as possible, and strived to expand the scale of the 
questionnaire. They also tried to cover the various elements of the business model in 
the question setting. The questionnaire survey method is helpful to examine the 
frequency, scope and degree of a research proposition (phenomenon) from a macro 
perspective, and analyze the internal relationship of various factors. But it is difficult to 
explain the underlying conditions behind the phenomenon. It is also difficult to show 
the complexity and diversity of the system, and it is impossible to predict the future 
trend of a certain phenomenon. The hard questions for research one include: How does 
the family office understand its own positioning? How to design key business? How to 
get and keep core resources? What are the important partnerships? These questions 




In order to make the research conclusions more complete and the research 
paradigm more scientific, this research further designed research two, uses the form of 
case studies and in-depth interviews to echo research one. In research two, the 
perspective will sink from the industry level to the organization level, and a local 
Chinese family office will be selected as the research object to conduct a case study. 
The researchers conducted in-depth interviews with the founders and business leaders 
of the family office, and used the business model canvas as an analysis tool to explore 
potential problems and improvement ideas in the local family office business model. 
 
4.2  Research Methodology and Research Process 
4.2.1  Research Methodology 
Case study is a qualitative research method that has been widely used in many 
disciplines of social sciences including marketing, management and communication. 
By definition, case study covers design logic, data collection techniques, and specific 
data analysis methods, and is a comprehensive and comprehensive research approach 
(Robert K. Yin, 2010). Xue et al. (2008) believed that the case study method is a 
comprehensive research method that follows certain principles and conducts in-depth 
analysis of one or more events through multiple technical means to arrive at conclusions 
with general regularity. Case studies are not limited to one or more data collection and 
analysis methods, but a combination of multiple methods; case studies should not only 
be satisfied with the description of the phenomenon, but draw universal conclusions 
based on analysis and interpretation. From the perspective of category, in addition to 
being divided into single case study and multiple case study according to the specific 
number of use, case studies can also be divided into exploratory case studies, 
descriptive case studies, and explanatory case studies according to different functions 
(Tellis, 1997). An exploratory case study is a researcher goes to the scene to understand 
the situation and collects information through various means to form a case. Then he 
determines the research problem and puts forward theoretical hypotheses. A descriptive 
case is an in-depth description of the parties involved, events, and the entire process, 
forming an opinion in the description or testing the hypotheses that have been put 
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forward. An explanatory case study is the analysis and explanation of causal 
relationships behind events through specific cases. 
The case study method selected in this study is mainly based on the following two 
considerations. First, compared with traditional qualitative research methods such as 
investigation and archival analysis, the case study method has its own unique 
advantages and can complement the advantages of the previous literature review 
method and questionnaire survey method. Compared with a large-scale, structured 
questionnaire survey that starts from a macro perspective of the industry, the case study 
is more in-depth and comprehensive, and it is possible to put forward valuable ideas 
and propositions by analyzing a specific organization; and the case analysis is more 
lively, getting rid of boring theory, and research process and conclusion are closer to 
reality. Second, the case study approach is more applicable to family office research. 
Family office is a research field with strong practicality and practical significance, and 
the in-depth expansion of research results is inseparable from the concern for real cases. 
It is possible to find new discoveries by paying close attention to the actual trends. 
Using case study method helps researchers to extract theoretical entry points from a 
variety of family office operation examples. Throughout the current domestic family 
office theoretical research, the use of case study methods is also relatively high. 
Taking this a step further, this study uses a descriptive single case study, focusing 
on a particular family office. By describing the current status of its operations and 
analyzing the business model, we can find a way to improve the family office. The 
research information comes from in-depth interviews and data research. The 
combination of primary and secondary data is conducive to a comprehensive macro 
analysis of the research object. The single case study was chosen first because the main 
purpose of this study is to complement and expand the research on the current local 
family office business model discovery, and then explore the logical relationship 
between the various elements of the business model. Focusing on a single organization 
can dig deeper and more persistently into the characteristics of the organization, thereby 
proposing new ideas, rather than repeatedly verifying or comparing multiple cases to 
test a theory. Of course, objectively, since the form of in-depth interviews is used, the 
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interview content often involves core information inside the family office, which 
requires researchers to establish a high degree of trust with family office operators. 
Therefore,  it is a relatively big challenge for researchers to obtain the resources, 
ability, time and energy invested in materials. Limited by these factors, this study chose 
a single case study. On the other hand, this research adopts descriptive research methods, 
which are also mainly for the consideration of research purposes. It is mainly to put 
forward opinions, rather than verify hypotheses or existing theories. 
 
4.2.2  Research Process 
In this research, the K family office was selected as the analysis object, which 
mainly focused on the representativeness of the K family office to the Chinese local 
family office, which is embodied in the following three aspects. 
The first is the institutional background. According to research one, the number of 
the founders of local family offices in China currently with trust and bank background 
is the largest. During the actual visit, it was also found that the "trust background family 
office" accounted for the majority. K family office enjoys a trust and investment 
background, most of its founders also come from the former executives of K investment, 
which is a common institutional background of domestic Chinese family offices. Also 
from the perspective of the number of K-office clients and service content, the K-family 
office has the characteristics of a typical multi family office and can also represent most 
local family offices. 
The second is the history and status of development. The K family office was 
established in 2015, which coincides with the starting point of the emergence of the 
“blowout” style of the local family office. The K family office has gone through the 
process of the local family office from "race to the sea of business" to "survival of the 
fittest". After four years of development, it has basically established a foothold in the 
Yangtze River Delta. The number of customers and the total scale of assets under 
management have gradually increased since its establishment. In the Chinese market 
where home-based services are more competitive, K family office is proven to have 
certain product and service characteristics and can establish long-term cooperative 
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relationships with customers. By analyzing the K family office, it is helpful for us to 
review the development history of the local family office in the past four years. 
Finally, customer characteristics. The typical client portrait of K family office is: 
the first generation of entrepreneurs aged 50-65, mainly engaged in the real estate 
industry and the import and export trade industry, the main distribution areas are in 
Shanghai and Zhejiang, and the available financial assets are not less than 10 million 
yuan. According to customer feedback from K family office operations, the main need 
for customer expansion in the early stage is the preservation and appreciation of assets. 
Such customer characteristics are very representative of the types of local family office 
customers. 
This research conducted two in-depth interviews with the K family office. Each 
interview set a different purpose, selected different interviewees, and designed detailed 
interview outlines. The specific introduction is as follows. 
On February 15, 2019, the research team went to the K family office's headquarters 
in Shanghai for the first interview. The interview lasted for four hours and had in-depth 
exchanges with the president, general manager and product manager of the K family 
office. The first interview had three purposes: 1) to communicate and exchange with 
executives, to understand the basic situation of the K family office, and the current 
benchmarking model and practice cases in the family office industry; 2) Investigate and 
inspect the organization structure, management process, operation strategy, business 
model, IT application and other areas of the K family office's current operations, as well 
as its future development direction. 3) Explore industry pain points and optimization 
directions. The outline of the interview can be found in the appendix, and the questions 
cover the customer module, business module, and internal management module. 
On March 1, 2019, the research team conducted a second survey of the K family 
office. The interview lasted 3.5 hours, and the participants included the president of the 
K family office, the general manager of the family wealth management division, and 
the product manager (2 people). Based on the first interview, this survey is more in-
depth, and the main purpose is to understand the operating mode of the business units 
of the K family office and to communicate with relevant persons in charge of the front, 
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middle and back office. The questions raised during this interview were more specific, 
such as position functions, operating methods, assessment and incentive mechanism of 
front, middle and back office. 
Between the two interviews, the research team also read a large number of internal 
documents of the K family office, including business descriptions, product 
introductions, organizational structure, management documents, strategic planning, and 
so on. Combining the 30,000-word interview records of the two interviews, the research 
team established a comprehensive and in-depth understanding of the business model of 
the K family office and conducted a detailed analysis. 
 
4.3  K Family Office Introduction 
4.3.1  Basic Situation 
In research two, a K family office in Shanghai (hereinafter referred to as K family 
office) was selected as the research object. K family office was established on June 5, 
2015. It was formally registered with the China Securities Investment Fund Industry 
Association in 2017 as a "private equity fund manager". The shareholder of K family 
office is K Investment Management Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as K Investment). 
The company was registered in 2010 and operates in Hangzhou, Shanghai, Hong Kong, 
the United States and Australia. According to data provided by K Investment, the 
current asset management scale 15 billion yuan. The shareholders of K Investment 
include a real estate enterprise, a state-owned enterprise, and a trust company etc. 
The K family office is mainly focused on global asset allocation services for high-
net-worth clients. Its main investment products include private equity real estate funds 
and equity funds. It also provides insurance, trust, identity planning, and studying 
abroad services to provide professional support services and diversified solutions for 
ultra-high-net-worth individuals. Through value adding, value preservation, and 
inheritance - the three major product sections, a family office's distinctive service brand 
is established. 
4.3.2  Organizational Structure 
The K family office's main business departments are currently divided into front, 
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middle, and back office, and are managed by the K family office CEO. The front office 
is the Family Wealth Management Division, which is equipped with account managers, 
investment consultants, and customer assistants. It is mainly responsible for market 
expansion and maintenance functions, providing asset allocation advice and completing 
sales. The front office revenue performance is mainly linked to sales performance, and 
the performance of account managers, investment consultants, and client assistants is 
allocated in a certain proportion. 
The middle office of the K family office is called the product business unit division. 
It takes the product manager as the core, provides product support with multiple 
configurations, and is responsible for product design intervention and market analysis, 
and is evaluated in accordance with the overall performance of the K family office. 
The back office of the K family office is called the operation division, and includes 
the contents of compliance, risk control and technical system. Back office takes 
compliance as the core and provides legal, compliance support, and information 
systems to the front office. At the same time, an internal management system is 
established for front office staff to understand internal products and complete the 
management of customer filing. The back office performance is also evaluated in 
accordance with the overall performance of the K family office. 
 
4.4  K Family Office Business Model Analysis 
4.4.1  Client 
Like all financial institutions and similar financial institutions, the starting point 
for a family office to build a business model and start a business is always based on 
customer resources. The essence of a family office is to provide services, so business 
expansion without a client is meaningless. So when analyzing the family office business 
model, we also start with the client. The elements of the business model canvas that 
involve customers are customer segmentation, customer relationships, and channel path. 
The target customers of the family office are relatively clear, and are high net worth 
individuals with wealth management needs. However, how to acquire customers 
(channel path) and how to maintain customers (customer relationships) need to be 
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dismantled one by one. In addition to analyzing these factors, we also pay extra 
attention to the related cost structure, namely customer acquisition cost. 
Channel path. There are four channels for K family office to obtain customer 
resources: 1) Bankers. Bankers among shareholders provide relationship-based 
marketing channels with financing facilities, and K family office provides 
comprehensive asset management services to customers obtained through this channel; 
2) Investment bankers. The clients acquired by investment bankers among shareholders 
are not geographically delimited. When the company's stock held by service customers 
is listed, the main service direction of K family office is to provide them with asset 
allocation and planning; 3) Regional important opinion leaders. With the help of the 
above two types of channels and customers, K family office has accumulated a certain 
reputation among the ultra-high-net-worth individuals in the area. Many customers are 
regional important opinion leaders. Such opinion leaders have many followers who can 
soon open up publicity channels; 4) Socially influential low-frequency service 
providers. K family office purchases some business services from these service 
providers, so they can obtain customers by virtue of their service reputation. Please see 
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Table 4-1 Four Channels Introduction 
Client relationship. The particularity of the family office business determines that 
a long-term stable trust relationship is the basis for customer retention, and as the 
business deepens, the integration of family offices and families is getting higher and 
higher, and the requirements for trust will also become stronger. Because ultra-high-
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net-worth individuals often have broader social resources and connections than the 
general population, trust marketing in family offices cannot be expected overnight, but 
rather through long-term stable relationships. 
Through investigation, it is found that for ultra-high-net-worth individuals, the 
typical path for establishing a trust relationship in a family office can be as follows: the 
asset allocation products provided by a family office may not necessarily achieve the 
absolute highest return, but the withdrawal cost is the smallest or the loss of principal 
is the lowest. Compared with other product deployment agencies, the family office with 
the lowest cost of withdrawal can greatly increase customer trust. The early 
decentralized investment of ultra-high-net-worth individuals may be the simultaneous 
dispersion of different managers and different categories of assets, and later it will 
gradually evolve into the dispersion of different categories of assets managed by the 
same manager. At the same time, products with low-frequency but can solve the ultra-
high-net-worth groups’ transactional needs can also establish sufficient client trust 
relationships. For example, in Europe and the United States, lawyers are the most 
important pivotal figures in family offices; in addition, those who provide financing or 
listing assistance for family entrepreneurs or high net worth individuals can greatly 
increase customer trust. 
Therefore, for the K family office, the establishment of trust mainly comes from 
the improvement of asset management level, or the customer's satisfaction and 
recognition of the resources and services provided by the K family office shareholders. 
When providing an asset allocation plan, it is necessary to fully consider the needs of 
customers, and not to take maximize profitability as the goal, but to value low 
retracement costs and low principal loss risk. In the subsequent product analysis, we 
will see how this customer demand determines the service content of the K family office. 
Financial costs. When constructing or analyzing a business model, you need to 
measure financial balance. Because the service target is ultra-high-net-worth customers, 
the professionalism of the personnel and the excellence of the office environment are 
very important, so the client's financial balance needs to consider customer acquisition 
costs, personnel costs, and office rental costs. At present, China's main high-net-worth 
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population segment areas are mainly the Yangtze River Delta, the Pearl River Delta, 
Beijing and Tianjin. The growth rate of high-net-worth people in Anhui, Henan, Hunan, 
and Shandong is relatively high. K family office's current customers are mainly 
distributed in the Yangtze River Delta, and are mainly obtained through relationship 
marketing, so the customer acquisition cost is relatively low. If we want to further 
expand our business scope in the future, we need to take full account of the investment 
recovery time and expected scale growth rate. Suppose that when the asset management 
scale of the K family office reaches 300 million yuan in the future, it is expected that 
there will be about 6 million yuan in revenue, of which personnel expenditure is 
expected to be 4 million yuan, office expenditure is expected to be 1.5 million yuan, 
and some other expenditure provisions are considered. At this time, the K family office 
can basically achieve a periodical breakeven. Therefore, determining the minimum 
business water level is a prerequisite for the family office to measure customer value. 
A comprehensive overview of channel path, client trust, and financial costs, the 
future target market of the K family office should be: 1) the development area of the 
shareholders' real estate company; 2) the area with which the K investment company 
has a business cooperation; 3) areas with significant service solution advantages (such 
as financing). 
 
4.4.2  Business 
The business model of family office needs to rely on the unique background 
advantages of itself and the organization in the past. For example, an operator with a 
lawyer background emphasizes its advantages in wealth protection, inheritance and 
legal risk aversion. For practitioners with overseas resources, their institutions will 
focus on global deployment and offshore trust services. Institutions with a trust 
background have relatively stronger service capabilities in asset management. 
Research one found that in the business configuration of family offices, 
"investment management" is not the most favored business, which seems to deviate 
from the usual perception. However, in this interview, K family office operators did not 
think this was surprising. Many family offices are from trusts or lawyers in Beijing, and 
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their main focus is intergenerational wealth inheritance and risk management. 
Especially for family offices with a lawyer background, their core competitiveness is 
not in investment management and similar businesses, but in non-investment areas that 
are directly related to family development and continuity. From another perspective, 
there are many other channels for ultra-high-net-worth individuals to meet the needs of 
investment and wealth growth, and it is not entirely necessary for family offices to 
assume this function. 
In terms of the ways to realize the intergenerational wealth inheritance, the 
following three ways are mainly used in Chinese local family offices.(1) The family 
office trains the family chief investment officer (CIO).CIO is one of the core figures in 
the family office, and undertakes the important task of organizing and managing the 
family investment and realizing the maintenance and assets growth. CIO should fully 
understand the characteristics, advantages and disadvantages of various assets. CIO will 
select high-quality investment in the market to meet the needs of the family investment 
institutions, organize and execute investment while control risks, and ultimately be 
responsible for the investment results. In general, the role of CIO is not to "make more 
money for customers," but to "ensure customers stay rich." (2) Family offices 
participate in investment decisions. Sometimes, the owner (manager) of a family 
business makes investment decisions by himself. The family office should participate 
in the decision-making process, have the right to make suggestions and decisions to 
help with its own professional knowledge. (3) Family offices coordinate to achieve a 
balance among descendants. Conflicts of interests among descendants will often cause 
unnecessary loss of family wealth. Family offices should mediate interests among 
descendants to guarantee the smooth transmission of wealth within generations. 
K family office also conducts business based on its core strengths. It mainly focuses 
on global asset allocation services for high net worth customers. Its main investment 
products include private equity real estate funds and equity funds, also provides 
insurance, trust, identity planning, and studying abroad services. According to the 
theory of asset allocation, the asset allocation provided by family offices for ultra-high-
net-worth individuals must conform to decentralization. Appropriate asset allocation 
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must be given to any family office. The general principle of asset allocation is that the 
correlation coefficient of large assets is low. At present, the allocation ratio given by the 
K family office is approximately 70% domestic and 30% overseas. At the same time, 
fixed income, equity and cash products are cross-allocated, which in line with the 
current asset allocation requirements of mainstream family offices. 
The business development process of the K family office is as follows: After 
completing the customer acquisition process, the marketing department begins to tap 
the front-end market customer needs, locate customer characteristics, sort out products 
that meet customer needs, and through joint selection and analysis of the middle and 
back office, determine the investment portfolio plan and sign the investment contract 
after the discussion between the customer manager and customer. During the product 
introduction phase of middle office, the K family office determines the product 
introduction through due diligence and the investment decision mechanism, and 
establishes a risk reserve mechanism to withdraw risk provisions to deal with potential 
losses. 
 






















Figure 4-2: K Family Office Product Introduction Process 
The K family office is similar to most local family offices in developing new 
businesses, especially those that make up for its shortcomings, and remains relatively 
cautious. First of all, because the needs of Chinese customers are very unique, how to 
make the "family office" - an imported concept really land in the Chinese market, how 
to find a business model with Chinese characteristics, industry practitioners are 
generally confused. Secondly, the uncertainty of China's policy environment and the 
immature market environment are factors that keep practitioners staggering. 
In addition, some family offices have begun to deploy the function of "spiritual 
inheritance", reflecting the rising demand for this aspect in the market. This is also 
reflected in other industry reports. For example, as early as 2015 in a China Merchants 
Bank and Bain & Company survey of Chinese high net worth individuals, it was found 
that high net worth individuals have begun to focus on spiritual inheritance, placing 
“spiritual wealth and inheritance” as the most important part of family heritage and the 
proportion is as high as 65%. It is conceivable that in the future, the business of the 
local family office will develop to the depth of the family's all-round inheritance. 
 








In the interview, K family office operators expressed high concern about the 
shortage of talents in the industry. There are two main types of talents lacking in the 
industry. One is experienced personnel, especially those with international operations 
and cross-border investment experience. The other is a comprehensive type of talent 
with a diverse background that can also cross finance, investment, and legal fields. The 
personalized needs of high-net-worth individuals are very complex, and the people who 
serve them must also have extensive and comprehensive knowledge and capabilities. It 
can be said that the essence of the future family office industry competition is the 
competition for talents, and whoever has the best talents can win. 
In the face of this situation, some domestic family offices have put talent training 
on the agenda, and formulated a talent training plan combining internal and external 
talents. Internal training is mainly through business practice and learning in practice. 
Some organizations have also set up a "master passing knowledge, helping and guiding 
apprentice mode", which also aims to transfer knowledge and experience as quickly as 
possible in practice. In addition, other organizations use role-playing and sandbox 
exercises to enhance training in coping experience. External training is mainly to 
organize training in cooperation with professional institutions and arrange employees 
to participate in lectures in the academic industry. However, as the industry has not yet 
formed a standardized business model and knowledge extraction, in general, family 
office operators generally recognize internal training more. 
From the perspective of K family office operation mode, support for key positions 
in the middle and back office is very important. Account managers can be recruited 
through local recruitment or partnerships. They are mainly responsible for relationship 
building. The middle and back office must be internally trained personnel who are 
familiar with the products of K family office, especially K investment company. Early 
construction ensures that the product department and compliance risk department’s 
form is complete, with at least one person in each post. The early investment decision 
is authorized to be managed by the headquarters. Partial voting authorization is granted 




4.4.4  Important Cooperation: Business Outsourcing 
Currently local family offices have a high degree of acceptance for outsourcing. 
For example, if a family office with a lawyer background needs investment advice, it is 
entirely possible to find excellent investment managers in any of the subdivided 
investment areas. Especially for independent family offices, it is difficult to bring 
together all the outstanding talents of the service, and it is not economical from the 
perspective of cost structure. Therefore, it is more optimized to carry out cooperation 
to provide non-core functions. 
 K family office is currently trying to establish a standardized management system, 
and in the future, it will perform modular output in the form of functional service 
packages. This will help the K family office build a closer partnership network. The 
functional service package mainly includes the following: 1) Modular output on the 
asset side, which provides asset allocation services through excellent asset allocation 
capabilities; 2) Modular output on the management side, which provides professional 
and compliant talent service system to partners with customer channels but no 
management system ; 3) Modular output on family affairs services. Through 
comprehensive and fast transaction processing experience, export business services to 
high-net-worth individuals or partners with transaction processing needs. 
From another perspective, this also reveals that there are a lot of opportunities in 
market segments in related fields. In the future, it will be a huge business opportunity 
to provide family offices or traditional wealth management institutions with more 
segmented and refined services. In the future, there may be consulting companies that 
provide asset protection services for family offices, headhunters that recruit managers 
for family offices, and technology companies that customize reports for family offices. 
Suppliers have appeared on the market that provide customized solutions for family 
offices. 
 
4.5  Result Analysis 
4.5.1  Elements and Structure Analysis of Business Model Canvas 
Through the industry research of research one and the case study of research two, 
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the thesis analyzes in detail the application process and results of the business model 
canvas theory in the family office industry. The analysis found that the family office as 
a service industry in a macro sense, like other service industries, adheres to the 
fundamental concept of "customer-centric", and its value proposition is to provide 
products and services that meet customer needs. Besides, from the needs of family 
office target customers-high net worth people, they have higher requirements for the 
specificity, privacy and personalization of services. Only when these requirements are 
met can a sufficient relationship be established between the family office and the client 
so as to carry out the business of deep involvement in family affairs. 
Based on the above findings, the thesis proposes that when using the business 
canvas theory to analyze the family office industry, the business logic behind it should 
not be resource or business-centric, but customer-centric. The following figure shows 
the business model elements and structural relationship of the family office industry:: 
 
 
Figure 4-3: Elements and Structure of the Business Model Canvas  
of a Local Family Office in China 
According to the business model canvas theory, the organization's business model 
consists of four modules and nine elements, with a certain structure and operating logic 
between each other: companies create products based on certain resources and value 
activities, and then sell products to users through specific channels, delivering value via 
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this. The cost of establishing and maintaining these activities and channels, combined 
with the revenue from selling products, determines the company's financial profit. The 
theory does not clearly state what are the core elements that provide the "driving force", 
and relatively value the importance of resources and value propositions. But the thesis 
believes that in the family office industry, the core element should be the client module, 
and the customer module determines how the resource module and business module are 
configured, and ultimately affects the financial module together. When starting a family 
office, the thinking path for building a business model should be roughly as follows: 
1) "Client segmentation" is the first factor to be considered. The target audience 
determines the corresponding channel path and matching customer relationships. 
2）Customer segmentation clarifies customer needs, which in turn determines key 
business. Based on the needs of key business, enterprises further clarify their core 
resources and establish corresponding important cooperation. At this step, important 
cooperation and core resources are external and internal restrictive forces of the 
enterprise. Therefore, sometimes it also adversely affects the company's key business 
choices. There is a two-way relationship between them. 
3）The key business determines what value proposition is passed by the enterprise, 
and whether the value proposition is clear or not will also affect the customer 
relationship in the customer interaction. An excellent business model should form a 
virtuous circle between customer relationship and value proposition. 
4）Whether the customer's needs can be met is the fundamental measurement 
indicator of the customer module, which determines the source of revenue for the 
enterprise, and together with the cost structure affected by resources and business, 
jointly determines the financial situation of the enterprise. 
 
4.5.2  Business Model Structure of Local Family Office 
According to the new thinking on the business model canvas theory proposed by 
this research, this research believes that when a local family office builds a business 
model at startup or adjusts the business model in the development process, it should 
start with analyzing the customer module of the business model. When segmenting 
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customers, set certain screening criteria based on indicators such as the amount of 
individual investable assets, the industry in which the company is located, the 
willingness and demands of wealth management, past wealth management history, and 
demographic variables (age, education level, etc.) to accurately target customer 
segments. Then select the appropriate channel, this step usually requires the use of the 
relationship marketing channel as much as possible in conjunction with the existing 
resources of the family office founder or shareholder company. After reaching 
customers, it is necessary to establish as deep and solid customer relationships as 
possible, mainly relying on family office product design, service content, organizational 
qualifications, talent team, past history and other information. After clarifying the 
operation path of the customer module, the next step is to design key business based on 
customer needs and the quality of customer relationships. When designing a business, 
you also need to consider important cooperation and core resources: which businesses 
must be independently configured by the family office, and which businesses can seek 
external partners; what are the talent requirements for key businesses, how to build a 
talent team that meets the requirements, and how to build an efficient internal 
organizational structure and management system. The quality and level of critical 
business determines what value proposition the family office can convey to customers 
and can further affect customer relationships. An excellent family office should realize 
a virtuous circle of customer relationships and value propositions. That is, good 
customer relationships help family offices to conduct their business more easily and 
freely. Besides, the value proposition delivered by high-quality and personalized 
business can further promote the development of customer relationships to a deeper and 
more stable level. Finally, attention must be paid to achieving a balance between costs 
and revenues. In terms of cost, pay particular attention to the cost of expanding the 
market and designing products. When necessary, try to use the power of partners and 
consider co-sale models when possible. In terms of revenue, gradually expand the 
source of income. In addition to direct income from asset management, investment and 
wealth management, consciously cultivate payment habits of customers, gradually 






5.  Proposals for the Business Model of Local Family Office in China 
After a macro analysis of research one and a case study of research two, this study 
has a deeper understanding of the business model of local family offices in China. The 
study first found that the local family office adheres to the fundamental concept of 
"customer-centric", and its value proposition is to provide products and services that 
meet customer needs. Therefore, its business model structure should not be resource- 
or business-centric, but customer-centric. Secondly, the family office must be able to 
meet the clients - high-net-worth population's requirements for service specificity, 
privacy, and personalization in order to build full trust with the client. Finally, the future 
development trend of local family offices is to gradually develop businesses that are 
more deeply involved in family affairs management, to guide the market and customers' 
understanding of family offices to continue to mature. 
On this basis, this chapter will try to put forward feasible suggestions for the future 
business model of local family offices in China, and try to explore a healthy 
development road of family offices. Specifically, this chapter will first analyze the 
current status of the family office industry and fully understand the development 
opportunities and market pain points. Secondly, this chapter will put forward 
construction suggestions for each element of the business model, and point out the 
points that should be paid attention to in the future development of local family offices 
in China, and further put forward the strategic planning priorities. 
 
5.1  Industry Analysis 
5.1.1  Development Opportunities 
1）Wealth accumulation continues to grow 
To estimate the asset size of China's high net worth individuals, this study cites 
two authoritative industry research reports. The first is the China Private Wealth Report 
2019 (hereinafter referred to as Report 1) jointly issued by China Merchants Bank and 
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Bain & Company. China Merchants Bank and Bain & Company have tracked the 
Chinese wealth market for ten consecutive years since 2009. Through long-term market 
tracking, data accumulation analysis, and surveys and interviews with a large number 
of high-net-worth individuals, the research results obtained have certain continuity and 
authority. The second report is "China Private Bank 2019: Integrity, Innovation and 
Ingenuity" (hereinafter referred to as Report 2) jointly issued by China Construction 
Bank and Boston Consulting Group. The report conducted a comprehensive survey of 
3399 CCB's private banking customers. Based on a large amount of data analysis, it 
explored the changes in the environment of the Chinese wealth market and customer 
needs, which is representative of the industry. 
According to the statistics of Report 1, in 2018, the number of Chinese high-net-
worth individuals with investable assets of more than 10 million yuan reached 1.97 
million, with a compound annual growth rate of 12% from 2016 to 2018; it is expected 
that by the end of 2019, China's high-net-worth people will reach about 2.2 million. In 
terms of asset size, in 2018, the total size of China's individual investable assets reached 
190 trillion yuan, with a compound annual growth rate of 7% from 2016 to 2018; it is 
expected that by the end of 2019, the total size of investable assets will exceed 200 
trillion for the first time. In 2018, China's high-net-worth individuals held about 30.8 
million yuan of investable assets per capita, holding a total of 61 trillion yuan of 
investable assets; it is estimated that by the end of 2019, the size of investable assets 
held by high-net-worth individuals will reach about 70 trillion . 
According to the data in Report 2, in 2018, the number of high-net-worth 
individuals with domestic investable financial assets of more than 6 million yuan 
reached 1.67 million, ranking second in the world in terms of scale. It is expected that 
the compound growth rate of China's high-net-worth population from 2019 to 2023 will 
be about 8%, and will increase to 2.41 million in 2023. The investable financial assets 
are expected to reach 82 trillion yuan. 
Based on the data of the two reports, it can be seen that the wealth accumulation 
of China's high-net-worth individuals continues to grow, which is an area with huge 
growth potential and market value. 
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2）Wealth management concepts have been updated 
With the dual-wheel drive of the real economy and financial markets, under the 
macroeconomic trends such as industrial upgrading and mass innovation, the industry 
distribution of high net worth individuals has gradually expanded from traditional 
manufacturing industries to emerging industries, and the concept of asset management 
has been continuously updated. Judging from the investment mentality and behavior of 
high-net-worth individuals, their wealth goals are more mature, their awareness of asset 
allocation is stronger, and their understanding and thinking about wealth inheritance are 
deeper. Prior to 2011, the survey found that the highest wealth target of high net worth 
individuals was "create more wealth." In recent years, as this group has gradually 
completed the period of hard work and entrepreneurship, they have become 
increasingly aware of how they can better protect their future lives. In 2017, 
"guaranteeing wealth security" became the primary wealth target for the first time, 
followed by "wealth inheritance" and "children's education", and "creating more 
wealth" has been squeezed out of the top three. In the past two years, China’s economic 
and wealth market growth has slowed down, and the market has continued to fluctuate, 
which has led to a deeper understanding of market uncertainty by high net worth 
individuals and a stronger risk aversion. The survey of Report 1 found that 
"guaranteeing wealth security" and "wealth inheritance" are the two most important 
wealth targets for high net worth individuals in 2019, and their proportions have 
increased compared with 2017. More and more high net worth individuals are deeply 
aware of the potential risks of various types of assets, and have begun to realize that 
investment requires continuous trade-offs between risk and return. Now is no longer 
the era of relying on a single asset to quickly earn high returns. Wealth management 
requires professional, long-term allocation management and dynamic adjustments to 




Figure 5-1:  
Comparison of Wealth Targets of High net worth Individuals in China from 
2009 to 2019 
Source: China Merchants Bank's China Private Wealth Report 2019 
 
3）The urgency of family wealth inheritance continues to rise 
The first generation of private enterprises after China's reform and opening up has 
been developed for more than 30 years. The first generation of entrepreneurs has 
generally reached the age of "retirement". Chinese family businesses have gradually 
entered the transition period, and the importance of everlasting foundations has become 
increasingly prominent. According to Report 2, the 50-year-old is a watershed in the 
transformation of wealth management goals for high net worth individuals. It can be 
said that China's wealth management market is undergoing structural changes. In the 
early days, the rich first generation’s understanding of wealth inheritance mostly stayed 
on the use of inheritance, insurance, and other methods to realize the intergenerational 
inheritance of wealth, with the purpose of creating superior material living foundations 
for future generations. However, with the deeper and more mature thinking on the issue 
of wealth inheritance, more high-net-worth individuals have begun to reflect, "It is 
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better to teach people how to fish than to give them fish". Family wealth inheritance 
must solve the problem of "no longer rich after three generations" , otherwise wealth 
will gradually depreciate or dissipate. As a result, many high-net-worth individuals are 
beginning to think about a better way to pass on wealth. 
Both Report 1 and 2 point out that in 2019, more than 50% of high net worth 
individuals are or are about to make arrangements for wealth inheritance. Report 1 even 
states that this is the first time in the past ten years that the proportion has exceeded the 
number of high net worth crowd who have not yet started wealth preparations. This 
shows that the demand for wealth inheritance of high net worth people has begun to be 
put into action. 
 
Figure 5-2: Preparation of Wealth Inheritance for Chinese High net worth 
Individuals from 2017 to 2019 
Source: China Merchants Bank's China Private Wealth Report 2019 
 
In Report 1, more than 75% of individuals with very high net worth individuals 
with investable assets of 500 million or more were willing to try family offices. Among 
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them, the first generation entrepreneurs and second generation heirs have a higher 
willingness to demand. It is because in the current slowdown of China's economic 
growth and structural reforms, these entrepreneurs are facing the challenges of business 
operation and transformation, and the complexity of inheritance has increased greatly. 
Therefore, comprehensive inheritance services are urgently needed. Of course, this is 
also closely related to the tireless efforts of local family offices to open up the market 
for many years, so that the high-net-worth individuals have a better understanding of 
family offices. However, Report 2 shows that only 2% of the respondents are currently 
high-net-worth individuals using family offices in China. This shows that there is still 
a considerable market demand that has not been met. 
When talking about the future service expectation of the family office, according 
to Report 1, the extremely high net worth people propose the highest service demand 
and expectation for the future planning and arrangement of the family business. 
 
Figure 5-3: Expectations of Family Office Services by China's Extremely High 
Net Worth Population in 2019 
Source: China Merchants Bank's China Private Wealth Report 2019 
 The above three points explain: 1) the demand for high-net-worth individuals' 
financial asset management is increasing. At present, family wealth management in 
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China is a promising market, and this demand will continue to grow with unlimited 
potential. 2) With the construction and development of the standardized management 
system of family offices, the Chinese family office will become an important part of 
the wealth management of high net worth individuals in the future if it can overcome 
the various pain points of the family office development at this stage. 
 
 
5.1.2  Development Challenges 
Although we have a more optimistic vision for the development of the local family 
office in China, there will inevitably be challenges when we have opportunities. 
Through the research in the thesis, the challenges facing the future development of the 
local family office in China are summarized as follows. 
1）Chinese legal environment. Family trust should have been one of the key 
businesses of the family office. However, the current legislation in the field of trust in 
China is relatively lagging behind, which has largely restricted the family office from 
carrying out this business. In terms of qualifications, China's "Trust Law" and 
"Administrative Measures for Trust Companies" limit the qualifications of business 
trust trustees to "trust companies", making trustees' choices narrow. In fact, in countries 
with more mature and developed trust systems in the world, the requirements for trustee 
qualifications are relatively loose, and trust characteristics are more important than trust 
qualifications. In terms of supporting systems, the relevant supporting systems for 
launching family trusts are inadequate. Regulations such as the registration and transfer 
of trust property are either too stringent or unnamed, which greatly affects the trust's 
flexibility. For example, according to Article 10 of China's "Trust Law", the 
establishment of a family trust requires registration of the trust, otherwise the trust 
cannot take effect. The establishment of China Trust Registration Co., Ltd in 2016 and 
the promulgation of the “Trust Registration Management Measures” issued by the 
CBRC in 2017 made the establishment of the family trust's property association public, 
which severely restricted the confidentiality of the family office. For example, a family 
trust wants to put real estate or movable properties such as cars and airplanes into the 
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family trust plan, but has to stop considering that the trust's effective system requires 
property disclosure. As a result, the family office currently mainly operates fund trust 
business, and the investment area is also greatly restricted. Therefore, the potential 
conflict of interest with the current law is a major confusion encountered in the 
development of local family offices in China. 
2）Traditional wealth concept. Historically, China and the West have great 
differences in their concepts of wealth, first of all manifested in their attitudes towards 
wealth creation. The process of the birth and development of Western culture, religion, 
and bourgeoisie has led people to regard the open and legal pursuit of wealth as a 
personal virtue, and frankly create and pursue wealth. However, China has been in the 
era of small-scale farmers for thousands of years. The concept of "scholar, farmer, 
artisan and merchant" is deeply rooted in people's hearts. The cultural orientation of the 
whole society is indifferent to wealth, and even suppresses wealth-creating activities. 
In Chinese history, businessmen are the opposite image, and love for money is a 
manifestation of vulgar smell. Therefore, the creation of wealth in China lacks the soil 
of cultural and historical traditions. Chinese society does not talk about the creation of 
wealth and the promotion of social development. Such constraints and negative 
evaluations cause people to look a little "covered" when they pursue wealth. The 
difference between Chinese and Western ideas is also reflected in their attitudes towards 
wealth management. In the West, the cultural tradition of wealth management is very 
deep. People have been soberly aware that "creating wealth" and "managing wealth" 
are two different things. While creating wealth yourself, it is a more efficient choice to 
hire professionals to manage their wealth. In China, the traditional farming society has 
always spread the concept of "not revealing wealth," and the social tradition of 
controlling one's own property is deeply entrenched. When the whole society lacks the 
concept of "trust", people have natural resistance to hiring "outsiders" to manage their 
wealth. What's more, China has always conflated "wealth creation" and "wealth 
management" without distinction. The expression form today is that Chinese wealth 
creators are still actively participating in direct wealth creation activities such as 
corporate management and are unwilling to learn about family management and other 
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management methods that are more conducive to family and wealth inheritance. Finally, 
the differences between Chinese and Western perceptions are also reflected in payment 
habits. Chinese ultra-high-net-worth individuals are not accustomed to accepting the 
payment of consulting fees and are often more willing to pay fees to institutions through 
transaction commissions and revenue sharing. For example, worrying that the cost of 
consulting fees will not reach the final expected result, the "psychological account" will 
consider such an investment unnecessary. This has led to the income sources of the 
family office at this stage mainly being wealth management income or asset 
management planning and customized service charges. 
3）Insufficient trust basis. Both Research One and Research Two of the thesis found 
that establishing a good trust relationship with clients is the key to a family office's 
successful business operations, but this is precisely the challenge. From the perspective 
of subjective cognition, although there are many miserable lessons in the history of 
China “be rich after three generations", but unlike the traditional European and 
American families who have experienced more than a century of development, the 
domestic reform and opening up has just been forty years, and the formation of high-
net-worth groups is not long. It can be said that, until now, they are still in the stage of 
"making wealth" instead of "guarding wealth." Therefore, the high net worth people 
have not yet profoundly understood the historical inevitability from "creating wealth" 
to "protecting wealth" to "inheriting wealth", and have no deep rational understanding 
of the value and role of family offices in inheriting wealth. In other words, high net 
worth individuals do not have the thinking foundations of trusting family offices. In 
particular, due to the distrust to the family office by the "founding generation", the 
family office cannot be fully authorized, which might weaken the role of family office. 
Nevertheless, even if the actual ownership was transferred to the second generation, 
family offices would still face the trust dilemma led by the separation between owners 
and managers. The second generation usually lack the ability and experience to run a 
business, even if they have the desire to learn, which also constrained the function of 
the family office. The role of professional managers depended on the enterprise internal 
incentive mechanism and the overall governance system. Compared with equity 
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partners, professional managers played different roles in decision-making process, their 
functional positioning would also be different. 
 From the perspective of the objective environment, China is still unable to 
effectively regulate and mitigate social moral risks, and lacks a penalty mechanism for 
credit defaults. High-net-worth individuals, as successful people who have worked hard 
for many years, are of course more familiar with the status quo of society and 
understand the rules and risks of the game. They hand over huge amounts of wealth to 
"strangers" to take care of and even pass on them. If all they can rely on is the 
professional ethics of the employees, there are indeed conceptual and practical concerns 
for them. The family office must hold a trustworthy security method and careful 
planning, otherwise it will be difficult to really attract market attention and gain the 
trust of customers. 
4）Professional talent gap. According to international practice, the establishment 
of a family office needs to include at least an asset management expert or financial 
planner, a senior lawyer, and a certified public accountant. It not only requires 
practicing skills, but also rich experience in order to serve the family office. However, 
at present, China is in the stage of rapid accumulation of social wealth, family offices 
have only been in China for a short time, and relevant senior practitioners are scarce. 
There are few domestic personnel who meet the function of chief investment officer 
(CIO), and the services of family offices are more reduced to financial and wealth 
services. Looking further, there is a serious regional imbalance in the domestic wealth 
and talent division. Due to the scarcity of talents and the inadequate and uneven 
development of China's economic region, the regional contradiction of demand for 
talents is further magnified, and ultra-high-net-worth individuals in non-coastal areas 
cannot obtain services that can meet the corresponding needs. How to cultivate talents 
through a combination of internal and external training, or increase the industry's 
visibility through market effects, to attract more talents to join the family office industry, 
these are the issues that organizations in the industry need to think about. 
5）The industry is not yet mature. The family office industry has only risen in the 
last five years, and it has suddenly increased to thousands of institutions named after 
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"family offices" in two or three years. However, due to high professional thresholds and 
difficulties in short-term profit, the number of institutions has decreased significantly. 
Recently, there is a tendency to gradually return to the nature of practice. In these short 
years, the accumulation of knowledge and mature cases in the entire industry is still 
very scarce, and the industry still needs time to explore the experience of full chain 
services. At present, the family office industry is showing a mixed situation. For the 
development of the industry, there is a lack of uniform industry standards. The services 
of each family office are very personalized and specialized, and it is easy to produce a 
mixed situation. There are even some organizations selling high-risk products under the 
guise of "family office." The entire external environment is in a state of dynamic change, 
and institutions within the industry need to maintain close contact with the market and 
regulatory authorities in order to keep pace with the times. 
Synthesizing the above analysis and further refining and summarizing, the market 
pain points of the development of local family offices in China can be summarized as 
follows: 
1) It takes time to establish a trust relationship with ultra-high-net-worth 
individuals; 
2) Future wealth service needs of ultra-high-net-worth individuals need guidance; 
3) Training and recruitment of core talents needs a process; 
4) Industry standards for family offices need to be further standardized; 
5) The external working environment urgently needs improvement. 
 
5.2   Proposals for the Business Model of Local Family Office in China 
5.2.1  Client Module Recommendations 
If a local family office in China wants to strengthen the foundation of trust with 
customers, it needs to pay special attention to two aspects of capacity building: product 
type and compliance operation. In terms of product types, both Research One and Two 
of the thesis found that high-net-worth individuals are more inclined to not necessarily 
obtain the absolute highest return, but have the lowest withdrawal cost, or the asset 
allocation product with the lowest loss of principal. Compared with other product 
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deployment agencies, the family office with the lowest cost of withdrawal can greatly 
increase customer trust. The family office can therefore focus on developing such 
products. In terms of compliance operations, we must win the trust of customers with 
an open, legal and considerate attitude. For example, in the face of customers with 
different risk appetites, an objective and classified product intervention list is 
established, and all back office files are retained in accordance with regulatory 
requirements. Establish and improve compliance, risk control teams and risk control 
review committees, establish standardized customer acceptance processes and 
reputation surveys, and standardized project management processes. Family offices 
also need to pay special attention to information disclosure, combining relevant 
regulations and external regulatory requirements to formulate customer information 
disclosure compliance guidelines, and information disclosure and crisis public relations 
mechanisms. For ultra-high-net-worth individuals, information disclosure is always the 
source of trust, and standardized information disclosure is conducive to reducing 
customer discomfort caused by differences in the capabilities of employees in different 
branches. 
If it is a family office set up in a partnership system, the compliance risk is 
relatively large, mainly due to the unknown responsibility and liability after the sale of 
service products, and potential sales threats outside the system. At this time, building a 
sound information system may be an effective way to combat risks. The information 
system must be built from both the client and the asset side, including: 1), complete 
customer relationship maintenance and customer asset tracking management, requiring 
compliance verification and file retention for two or more people when signing the 
contract; 2) Establish a detailed and publicly searchable product library; 3) Set up 
customer asset income and customer event risk tracking and early warning mechanisms; 
4) Periodically announce investment product feedback and investment product 
information disclosure; 5) Simple and fast construction of customer service channel. 
In terms of developing new customer channels, according to a survey of the K 
family office, the multi family office can have two customer development plans in the 
future: self-employed and co-sale. The essential difference between the two 
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development schemes is whether the family office led the development market with its 
own funds in the early stage. The market development risk of the directly operated 
family office is borne by the family office itself, while the market development risk of 
the co-sale family office is borne by the local partner. When developing other regional 
markets and acquiring users, it is also necessary to consider whether the concepts of 
family heritage and wealth management are the same as the cultural concepts of the 
target region (especially financial management concepts). The same values will reduce 
the difficulty of new market intervention. 
5.2.2  Business Module Recommendations 
When designing a business for a family office, the most important principle is to 
meet the needs of customers and perform cost-benefit calculations based on this. 
Therefore, it is also necessary to analyze important cooperation and core resources: 
which businesses must be independently deployed by the family office and which 
businesses can seek external cooperation partners; what kind of talent requirements 
does the key business need, how to build a talent team that meets the requirements, and 
how to build an efficient internal organization structure and management system. 
In addition, there are some legal and regulatory factors that may affect business 
that cannot be ignored, such as whether family offices need special financial licenses. 
This needs to consider the main services of family offices at present. If they are not 
directly engaged in asset management business, they do not need to apply for financial 
licenses. If you need to actively engage in asset management in the future, a "private 
equity allocation fund manager" may be a more important qualification license. 
In terms of cost, pay particular attention to the cost of expanding market and 
designing products. When necessary, try to use the power of partners and consider co-
sale models when possible. In terms of revenue, gradually expand the source of income, 
in addition to direct income from asset management, investment and wealth 
management. Besides, consciously cultivate payment habits of customers, gradually 
increase the proportion of fees for consulting services, and form a lower-risk income 
structure. 
Finally, the family office must learn to make reasonable use of the legal and 
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institutional environment when conducting business. In the course of running a family 
office, it should learn to “leverage” and reasonably master and apply laws and 
regulations that are conducive to business development. For example, the “notarization 
mechanism” is a system that is very conducive to handling family legal affairs. 
Notarization of credibility and evidence effectiveness can provide efficient and 
effective legal guarantee for family legal affairs. For example, in a testament trust and 
husband and wife property agreement, notarization can provide co-organization with 
the law as an endorsement. In family trust holdings, employee equity incentives, family 
trust investments and other businesses, the notarization mechanism can provide judicial 
guarantees with enforcement effect, ensuring the enforcement effect of the terms of 
documents, contracts, agreements, etc. Finally, all documents and materials related to 
the business of the family office can be certified by a notary office in accordance with 
the law, thus becoming evidence with good effect. 
 
5.2.3  Resource Module Recommendations 
The questionnaire survey in Chapter Three has found that for family offices, the 
core resource is talents, and how to match and manage talents involves organizational 
structure and team configuration. From this perspective, in the resource module of the 
business model, this research focuses on talent training and team configuration, and 
gives suggestions for the future development of local family offices in China. 
1）Talent development 
The "Market Pain Analysis" section earlier in this chapter has pointed out that the 
professional talent gap will be an important bottleneck restricting the development of 
family offices in the future. To find professionals who can take on the responsibility of 
operating a family office, the following sets of contradictions need to be resolved. 
The first is the contradiction between demand diversification and talent 
specialization. Due to the diverse financial needs of high net worth individuals, the 
business of family offices is also extremely diverse. Taking the financing sector as an 
example, it can be further subdivided into sub-fields such as secondary markets, 
investment mergers and acquisitions, cash management, overseas assets, and tax 
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planning. And financial planners often have their own areas of expertise and need to 
rely on the support of their institutions in investment research and resource integration. 
Therefore, the family office either builds a high-quality talent team with a 
comprehensive layout that covers most common businesses according to the high and 
low frequency of the business, or needs to cooperate in the industry to build a talent 
team across organizational boundaries to achieve the best cost-effectiveness. 
The other group is the contradiction between the development needs of talents and 
the development path of the organization. Family office management of huge stock 
assets may be attractive to some of the industry's top professionals, but such talents 
often have high career development ambitions and the opportunity cost of making 
choices is also high. However, the family office's business requirements have a certain 
degree of privateness, especially for a single family office, the service target is highly 
single, and loyalty, low-key, and confidentiality requirements are relatively high. Is this 
stage big enough for top talent? Family offices must think about and solve the problem 
of motivating talents, retaining talents with professionalism and business complexity, 
retaining talents with high returns, and retaining talents with a sense of achievement in 
deeply participating in family affairs management ... These thoughts can be considered 
by family offices. 
Finally, from a macro-industry perspective, in order to solve the problem of 
uneven vocational quality of talent mentioned above, from the perspective of planning 
and standardizing the talent system, you may consider establishing industry 
associations and establishing unified standards, such as introducing international 
certification systems for related industries and this may help the industry's healthy 
development. 
2）Team configuration 
The study found that family office positions can be roughly divided into front 
office, middle office, and back office. The front office is mainly based on account 
managers, with sales staff, investment consultants, and client assistants. Early in the 
creation of the family office, front office positions could be recruited from local 
counterparts. The suggestions for the configuration during the start-up period are: 2-3 
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account managers, strong comprehensive ability, good academic background, working 
experience in financial institutions, and more than 10 high-net-worth customer 
resources with personal assets of more than 30 million; 1-2 investment consultants, 
mainly need to be familiar with high-frequency investment products, low-frequency 
products can be supported by the investment advisors of partners or shareholders; about 
10 sales people, non-employed business partner system; 1 customer assistant. With the 
increase in the overall asset management scale, staff can be further expanded: focus on 
expanding the account manager and sales staff, investment consultants can be expanded 
to three people; the support of the customer assistant to the account manager can be 
considered 1 to 2, which is one customer assistant serving two account managers. If the 
account manager has a large asset management scale or a large number of customers, 
then consider adjusting to a 1 to 1 allocation. 
The middle office mainly includes product managers, product assistants, and 
product consultants. In operation, it takes product managers as the core, provides 
product support to front office account managers and investment consultants, and is 
responsible for product design and product introduction. In the early days of the 
creation of a family office, it is not recommended to deploy too many middle office 
personnel. A cooperation model can be considered. If the partner has mature product 
and service resources but lacks a system, the family office can provide a limited partner 
or investment consultant role to participate in cooperation and provide system building 
and investment advisory recommendations. If the family office wants to develop asset 
allocation or a combination of industry and finance in the future, it also needs to allocate 
its own investment functions (such as asset allocation, fund manager due diligence, 
securities analysis and portfolio management, direct investment, portfolio reporting and 
analysis, and risk management). With the increase in the number of customers, the 
expansion of asset management scale, and the diversity of product introduction and 
combination, it is necessary to further improve the product library system, investment 
research team, customer asset allocation income and risk effective tracking and early 
warning information system. 
The back office mainly includes compliance, risk control, technology, marketing 
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and other positions, responsible for internal compliance, sales compliance management, 
product and sales risk management, monitoring investment processes, and conducting 
brand and product promotion. If the family office is operated by a shareholder company, 
the back office functions can be performed by the relevant business units of the 
shareholder company. 
 
5.2.4  Finance Module Recommendations 
In the creation stage of a family office, since it involves services such as asset 
management, even if it only assumes the function of consulting services, the capital 
contribution of the shareholders or partners of the family office must be paid, which 
should be no different from regular financial institutions. The paid-in registered capital 
can restrain shareholders and investors to a great extent, and reduce the probability of 
potential legal risks. 
When constructing or analyzing a business model, you need to measure financial 
balance. Because serving ultra-high-net-worth customers, the professionalism of the 
personnel and the excellence of the office environment are very important, so the 
client's financial balance needs to consider customer acquisition costs, personnel costs, 
and office rental costs. If we want to further expand our business scope in the future, 
we need to take full account of the investment recovery time and expected scale growth 
rate. In the calculation, it is necessary to determine the minimum business gauging line 
and rationally estimate the expected profitability of the business. This is the 




5.3  China's Local Family Office Development Strategy Proposal 
With the first generation of entrepreneurs in Chinese family businesses reaching 
retirement age on a large scale, China may usher in an increasingly turbulent succession 
of family businesses in the future. In recent years, the economic situation has fluctuated 
sharply, commercial competition has become increasingly fierce, and the composition 
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of wealth has become increasingly complex. Domestic family businesses will also face 
tests such as governance, intergenerational differences, and family culture inheritance. 
These are the advantages of the family office. The family office needs to seize the 
opportunity of industry development, formulate the correct strategic development plan, 
find the development direction, and make a leap forward. Based on the family business 
governance needs, this study believes that family offices in the future can have the 
following two strategic development priorities. 
1）Provide family heritage trust services. In foreign countries, family trust is an 
effective tool for preserving and adding value to family wealth. They can carry out long-
term planning for family wealth, effectively isolate risks, and ensure that families 
realize effective and stable family stock security transfer and property inheritance. 
Beyond wealth management, family trust is also an effective way to restrict children's 
excessive consumption and eliminate the risk of marriage changes. As mentioned in the 
previous analysis, the current legal environment in China is not conducive to the 
development of trust business by local family offices in China, but we are also glad to 
see that the regulators have actually noticed the lagging of the law in practice. The 
Guiding Opinions of the General Office of the China Banking Regulatory Commission 
on Risk Management of Trust Companies has been proposed to explore family wealth 
management and customize asset management solutions for customers. Therefore, the 
future family office may usher in the development of trust business in the spring. In 
terms of specific business models, the following can be considered: using the trust's 
investment and wealth management functions to realize the preservation and 
appreciation of wealth; using testament trust and children's trusts to achieve 
intergenerational inheritance of property, isolate risks, and ensure safe transfer; carry 
out public trust services to convey the family spirit in the process of fulfilling social 
responsibilities; provide wealth protection means such as asset allocation and tax 
planning; and initially try to explore overseas investment, overseas financing, family 
immigration and other functions. 
2）Provide program support for family business equity governance. The family 
business is the source of family wealth, so the healthy and stable development of the 
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family business is vital to the survival of the family. As analyzed above, in traditional 
Chinese family businesses, ownership and management rights are highly overlapping, 
and corporate internal governance can easily evolve into power distribution among 
family members. In the future where China is increasingly improving its modern market 
economy environment, this type of corporate governance structure is not conducive to 
the long-term development of enterprises. At this time, the family office can consider 
developing into a professional solution team for corporate equity governance, 
restructuring the company's equity structure, first ensuring that the family continues to 
hold the company, and then a trust company can be established as a corporate 
shareholder to centrally exercise the rights of equity and family members as a trust 
beneficiaries to enjoy the benefits. At the same time, professional managers can be 
introduced to implement scientific business management and reduce the risk of major 
mistakes. Third, we can use the trust shareholding system to encourage employee equity, 
firmly bind the personal interests of employees to the company's collective interests, 
increase the work enthusiasm of employees, and achieve efficient development of the 
company. 
 
6.  Summary 
6.1  Analysis Conclusion 
With the rapid development of China's economy, a large number of outstanding 
family businesses and high net worth individuals have emerged in the past forty years. 
Numerous research reports indicate that China's high net worth individuals and their 
investable assets are still increasing year by year, and are expected to reach 70 trillion 
by the end of 2019, and investable financial assets will reach 80 trillion by 2023. From 
the perspective of the demand for wealth management and inheritance, the first 
generation who start business now generally reaches the age of retirement. The issue of 
family replacement and wealth inheritance is becoming more and more urgent. More 
high net worth individuals and high asset families have adopted or are considering 
adopting the family office as a professional means of family management and 
inheritance of wealth. In general, the family office industry in China has a broad market 
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prospect and faces great development opportunities. 
Family offices have a history of more than 100 years in the West, and have 
developed a comprehensive wealth management model based on a mature wealth trust 
mechanism. However, this concept has only been in China for more than ten years, and 
the real acceleration of development is only in the last five years. The entire industry is 
still in its infancy, and there are many places where the business model can be improved. 
The design and matching of various elements have not been scientifically analyzed. 
Therefore, the industry's exploration in practice urgently needs to be refined to a 
scientific level, and the results of theoretical research should be used to guide the 
development of the family office. 
However, although there has been a lot of research on business model theory at 
home and abroad, the applied research that really applies to the analysis of family 
offices is still insufficient. More importantly, in terms of research directions and 
research conclusions, most of them describe the various elements of the business model, 
but the internal structure and operating logic of the business model have not been 
clarified. As a result, the start-up family office knew the business model theory but did 
not know where to start, while the established family office could not conduct in-depth 
analysis of each element of the business model and seek suggestions for improvement. 
Based on this situation, the thesis focuses on the domestic family office business 
model in China, and uses the business model canvas as a tool to analyze the status of 
the family office in depth through these two areas of research. Research One starts from 
a macro perspective of the industry and conducts a questionnaire survey of 35 domestic 
family offices. The main items are the basic situation of the family office and the outline 
of business model. The survey results are presented in a descriptive statistical analysis. 
In addition to the basic statistical information such as the time of founding and the 
background of the founder, the main findings are: (1) Value proposition: Local family 
offices better serve customers - ultra-high-net-worth individuals- personalized and 
customized needs as the purpose, service-oriented, and thinking from the perspective 
of customers; (2) Key business: At present, domestic family office in China is mainly 
focused on wealth management business, among which intergenerational inheritance of 
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wealth management and tax co-ordination is mostly; (3) Important cooperation: Many 
family offices will outsource non-core functions instead of blindly allocating all their 
own resources; (4) Core resources: The most important internal resources of family 
offices are talents, and currently the most are wealth management employees , But there 
is generally a lack of top professionals who are more professional and more accessible 
to multiple businesses; (5) Customer segmentation: The typical customer portrait of a 
local family office is: the average age is 51 years old, 64% probability is likely to be 
male, and 76% probability is still the actual controller of the family enterprise, 89% 
probability is the first generation of the family business, but 79% probability has 
developed to the third generation; (6) Channel path: Family offices mostly use 
relational marketing channels to leverage the different backgrounds of founders such 
as bankers and investors to reach the corresponding customer groups: (7) Client 
relationships: Most family offices maintain close relationships with customers and 
achieve the client's stable asset management goals; (8) Cost structure: Family office 
personnel costs account for the largest proportion, especially those with wealth 
management functions; (9) Revenue source: Family offices rely mainly on investment 
management to get the benefits, not much of the consulting services. 
Research Two starts at the micro level of the organization and uses the form of a 
case study to select a local family office as a research object for in-depth interviews in 
an attempt to explore potential problems and improvement ideas in the local family 
office business model. The research team conducted two in-depth interviews with the 
K family office. The main conclusions are as follows: (1) On the customer module, the 
K family office mainly reaches customers through relationship marketing channels. The 
basis for maintaining trust with customers is mainly through assets provision products 
to meet the needs of high-net-worth individuals, and family offices need to improve 
asset management level and service quality; while maintaining customer relationships, 
they must also pay due attention to financial costs and set minimum business gauging 
line; (2) In the business module, the family office mostly conducts business based on 
its core strengths, and carefully develops businesses that make up for its own 
shortcomings. The process of business development can be divided into front, middle, 
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and back office, and still adheres to the customer-centric philosophy. The needs of 
customers at the front office require middle and back office to develop corresponding 
products. In this process, it is necessary to raise awareness of risk prevention, pay 
attention to compliance operations, and establish a risk reserve mechanism; (3) Core 
resources: The industry's top talents are the key to determining the success of family 
offices. Cultivating your own talents can be achieved through internal and external 
integration, business practice, introduction of industry standard models and 
qualifications certification, or consideration of cooperation with other industry 
organizations. In terms of organizational structure, sufficient attention should be given 
to key positions in the middle and back offices. After the business is mature, some 
investment and decision-making authorizations need to be delegated. (4) Important 
cooperation: Relatively mature family offices can try to establish a standardized 
management system. In the future, modular output will be provided in the form of 
functional service packages, which will help family offices build a closer partnership 
network. Based on the above research conclusions, Research Two further clarified the 
business model structure of the local family office: when a family office builds a 
business model at the start-up or adjusts the business model in the development process, 
it should first start with analyzing the customer module of the business model; and 
analyzing customer requirements and the quality of customer relationships to design 
critical business. All in all, the "client" module is at the core of the family office 
business model, and determines the construction of important cooperative relationships, 
core resource allocation, key business design, and value proposition transmission. 
Finally, it achieves long-term profitability by regulating the balance of revenue and 
costs. 
In general, the following conclusions can be drawn from the two studies: (1) the 
elements of business model of local family offices is basically complete; the significant 
local characteristics in terms of organizational background, business operation and 
client relationship basically adapt to the features of Chinese clients; (2) Chinese family 
offices are still in the primary stage with obvious deficiencies in business model, 
especially on business module and core resources; it will take a long time to develop 
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and improve; (3) Chinese family offices need to learn more from foreign mature 
experience and strive to be in line with the international standards within five years or 
so. 
Based on Research One and Research Two, the thesis analyzes the opportunities 
and challenges of the family office industry. The family office is about to welcome 
market opportunities such as the continued wealth accumulation of high-net-worth 
individuals, the growing updating of wealth management concepts, and the increasing 
urgency of family wealth inheritance, but it must also consider the Chinese legal 
environment, traditional wealth concepts, insufficient trust base, professional talent gap, 
and industry pain points in many industries such as immaturity. In view of this, the 
thesis proposes a series of suggestions for the improvement of the business model of 
domestic family offices in China from the customer module, business module, resource 
module, and finance module. Finally, it also proposes suggestions for two strategic 
directions such as family inheritance trust services and family business equity 
governance solutions for future strategic planning. 
We suggest that a successful family office should meet at least the following four 
criteria: lawful operation, preserve and increase the value of client’s assets, achieve a 
steady intergenerational inheritance of client’s assets, achieve certain social 
responsibility (such as cultivating clients, advancing the of social wealth value, 
promoting the prosperity of China's private enterprises and family business, boosting 
social public welfare, etc.). We believe the prospect of local Family offices in China is 
quite optimistic. Practitioners should hold a positive attitude, the courage to explore, 
and continue to create a brilliant prospect of local family offices in China. 
 
6.2  Research Shortcomings and Future Prospects 
Since family office is still a new thing in China, due to the limitations of theoretical 
depth and breadth of practical contact, there are still some shortcomings in this research, 
which can be further explored on this basis. 
The first is the lack of family office theories leading to insufficient research depth. 
There are fewer academic papers about family offices at home and abroad. In the 
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foreign literature, there are many literature discussing family trust and wealth 
management, but there is very few literature that has been specifically implemented 
into family office, let alone delving deeper into the family office business model and 
suggestions for improvement. In China, there are mainly two types of literature on 
family offices. One is the industry report, which is usually published by large banks or 
consulting companies, mainly for descriptions; the other is literature on family offices, 
but more of them at the shallow level of introducing the concept of a family office, or 
comparing Chinese and European and American family offices, it rarely touches the 
business model of a family office. Therefore, the theoretical basis of this paper is 
relatively inadequate, and the guiding theory that can be referred to is lacking. The 
research mainly starts with realistic phenomena. 
Secondly, the understanding of family offices in reality is not enough, and the scope 
of research is insufficient. The Research One’s questionnaire was distributed in 50 
family offices, and 35 copies were actually collected. The sample size is still slightly 
insufficient compared to the current domestic Chinese family business. This is because 
research is subject to two reasons, the first being the privacy of the family office itself. 
Chinese high net worth individuals have a natural resistance to “revealing wealth”, and 
the requirements for family offices are often low-key and hidden. Therefore, the true 
situation of many family offices is not known to the outside world, and itself is not 
willing to accept too much research and exposure. It can be said that many family 
offices are still very mysterious so far and are willing to continue to maintain this state, 
because "diving whale will not be killed." Although this study provided confidential 
commitment, project information letter and other necessary information when issuing 
questionnaires, there are still many family offices that rejected research requests for 
various reasons. The second is the geographical limitations of the research team. The 
research team is located in Shanghai and is familiar with family offices in the Yangtze 
River Delta. However, it has little contact with family offices in North China, South 
China, and even Southwest China. It is also difficult to expand the scope of the research 
without establishing a sufficient trust relationship. In view of this, in the future, we may 
consider conducting joint research with other research 
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institutions/universities/banks/consulting companies to use their interpersonal 
relationships in different regions and different populations to maximize research 
breadth. The scope of future research can even be extended to East Asia, visiting family 
offices in Singapore, Hong Kong, and Southeast Asia, and visiting mature European 
and American family offices, so as to jump out of the limitations of online information, 
and personally experience the service models of top family offices. 
Finally, the application of the business model in the family office industry can be 
further expanded. Current research on business models, in addition to exploring the 
constituent elements and their relationships, often focuses on business model 
innovation. Business model innovation is a kind of strategic change behavior of an 
enterprise, and it is very disruptive. It often challenges the existing assumptions and 
thinking patterns of the industry, and also requires thorough and sometimes radical 
changes to the organization. From the perspective of business model research, business 
model innovation is the transformation of business model constituent elements and 
business model operation logic. It is necessary to achieve breakthroughs in customers, 
business, resources, finance, and other links and even systematically reverse the 
business operation logic. Companies that are innovating their business models will face 
a new leap, no longer a lonely point, but more like an open platform and a core in a 
social network. The reason why the thesis does not discuss the business model 
innovation of Chinese local family offices is that most of China's family offices are still 
in the initial stage of exploration, and for some even the basic business models are not 
yet sound. Therefore, it is imperative to put forward feasible suggestions for building a 
business model. It is believed that as Chinese family offices become more mature and 
stronger, future discussions on family offices will eventually involve business model 







Appendix 1: Research One Survey Questionnaire 
Thank you for completing the questionnaire. This questionnaire consists of six parts. 
Please read the instructions carefully before completing it. 
Part 1  Basic Information 
Please fill in the basic information of your family office 
 
Part 2  Family Office Functional Configuration 
Name 
Industry Background of 
shareholders 
Founding time 
   
Address 
 
Have branch or not 
 
City of branch 
   
Asset management scale 
（as of 2018.10.30） 
 
Client number  


































































     
4 
Risk management & 
insurance 
















Family charter & 
private council building 




     
9 Charity management      
10 
Family education & 
training 




     
12 
Report & document 
management 














     
15 General law counsel      








Others:                        
* Note: If  function description above does not include your company's main business, please 
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Have this category 
or not 
Number of staff 
Basic category 
1 Management team   
2 Investment research team   
3 Market/ sales team   
4 Risk control team   
5 
Operation team (IT/ 
administration) 
  
6 Others:   
 total number  
Specific configuration for investment function  
1 Asset allocation   
2 Due diligence for fund managers    
3 
Securities analysis and portfolio 
management 
  
4 Equity investment    
5 Portfolio reporting and analysis   
6 Risk management   
7 Others:                
 total number  
* Please sort by the following instructions 
Please sort the configured functions of the "investment function" according to its 
importance in your company's configuration : 
(Just fill in the serial number. " >"can be changed to " =")  





Part 4 Family Office Cost Structure 
Cost structure  percentage（%） 
（一）According to category 
Staff cost  
Management cost  
Operating costs (e.g. IT and infrastructure costs)  
Total  100% 
（二）According to function 
Investment function  
Among which: Proportion of outsourcing cost  
Non-investment function  






Part 5 Family Office Executive Background (Please Tick√ the Eligible Items) 
      
 
CEO/ President/head of 
family office 
Chief investment 
officer/head of investment 
function 
Lawyer    
Private bank   
Assets management   
Investment bank   
Economist    
Other financial services   
Family office   
Consulting   
Accountant   
Human resource   
enterprise background   





Part 6 Family Office Client Profile 
1. 
Is there a minimum asset size 
requirement for the client? 
 
2. 




The average size of assets of 
currently serving customers 
 
4. 
The proportion of 
customers who are still 
operating an enterprise 
 
5. 
The main intergenerational 
structure of the client's family 
 
6. 
What generation are your 
clients in the family? 
 
7. 
The average age of the client 
 
8. 
Sex ratio of your client 
 
9. 
What is the primary investment 
objective of your clients? 
A. conservative asset preservation; B. balance of asset 
preservation and growth; C. radical asset growth 
10. 
What is the main reason for 
your clients to choose FO as a 
wealth management method? 
A. mistrust of the traditional institutions;  
B. diversified service; C. more professional service;  
D. enormous cash liquidity with the growing wealth 
scale; 
E. increasing requirement complexity 
11. 
The frequency with which the 
company provides customer 
reports 
A. annual; B. quarterly; C. monthly;  
D. weekly; E. everyday 
12. 
How often does your company 
communicates with clients? 
A. annual; B. quarterly; C. monthly;  




Please indicate the proportion of the following investment products provided by your 







Others (e.g. gold, art) 






Appendix 2：Research Two Focus Group Interview Outline 
Outline of Interviews with High Net Worth People 
➢ Basic information 
✓ Please briefly introduce your personal experience, especially your business 
experience. 
✓ Please briefly introduce the process of starting and developing your business. 
Please introduce the status of the enterprise. 
➢ Wealth preservation, inheritance and appreciation 
✓ How do you understand family wealth? What is your overall goal for family 
wealth management? 
✓ In terms of wealth preservation, wealth inheritance and wealth appreciation, 
what measures do you currently adopt? Why are these measures taken? How's 
the effect? 
✓ What other measures do you hope to take in the future? why? 
➢ Knowledge of family office 
✓ How do you understand "family office"? 
✓ Do you currently have a family office to assist you with family wealth 
management? If yes, please briefly describe the process of establishing 
cooperation with your family office. How did you come up with the idea of 
using the family office for wealth management? How to choose a family office 
to work with? What cooperation is currently under way? If not, please briefly 
explain why. 
✓ Do you think the current Chinese family office can meet your wealth 
management needs? If not, please briefly describe the gap. 
✓ What do you know about high-net-worth individuals and family offices that 
may prevent further cooperation? How to solve? 
➢ Future expectations 
✓ What do you think of the current trust foundation of high net worth individuals 
and family offices in China? How to improve? If it is to be further improved, 
which side should be the leader? 
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✓ What do you expect from your local family office in the future? In what ways 




Outline of Family Office Manager Interview 
➢ Basic information 
✓ Please briefly introduce your personal experience, especially your business 
experience. 
✓ Briefly describe the process of creating and developing your family office. 
Please describe the status of your family office. 
➢ Products and services 
✓ What services does your organization currently provide? Why provide these 
current types of business? What are the benefits of each service? If you want 
to further optimize your business structure, how will you adjust it? 
✓ What is your annual operating cost? What is the percentage of the business 
costs, labor costs, and other costs? 
➢ Clients and resources 
✓ How do you build partnerships with customers? 
✓ How do you think the current high net worth individuals in China understand 
the family office? What is the difference compared with the understanding of 
foreign high net worth individuals? 
✓ What do you know about high-net-worth individuals and family offices that 
may prevent further cooperation? How to solve? 
✓ Do you think the current local family office can meet the family wealth 
management needs of clients? If not, what are the unmet needs? why? 
✓ What are your important external partnerships? 
✓ How do you understand the importance of talent to family offices? How do 
you get the professionals you need? 
➢ Future Outlook 
✓ How do you evaluate the current macro environment of local family office 
development? What do you think is the main development resistance? 
✓ What do you think are the unique advantages and disadvantages of domestic 
family offices compared to foreign family offices? 
✓ How do you evaluate the market prospects of local family offices in China? 
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✓ What business will your family office develop in the future? What adjustments 
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